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Governor's Proclamation
'

To the People' of the Slate of New Mexico:
The people of this state will have the opportunity on
June 2Sth, VMS, of showing their loyalty and consecration to
the great enterprise this nation if! engaged upon by pledging
themselves to savé and economize ami invest in war savings
stamps.
The material needs necessary to successfully pro:;ci-utthe war can be met only if the people of this nation deny
themselves Rome of their customary expenditures. It is not
enough to. furnish thousands of young men as this. state is
doing. Those men must be clothed, fed and equipped. Surely when they are so willing to give their lives we i.liould not
hesitate to lend our savings.
The people of this state arc expected to save and invest
in War Savings Stamps to the maturity value of $7,000,000.
Similar allotments have been made to ether states and the
President of the United States has mailed on the people of the
various states on June 28th to indicate 1heir willingness to
practice the patriotic
required of nil of us, by
pledging themselves to purchase Wf.r Savings Stamps during
the remainder of this year. This state lias always responded
fully to calls made upon it and I feel aurc the present 'will be
no exception.
In order that this state and its people may not fall behind other states in responding to this call, I hereby proclaim
'
Friday, June 28th, as
,WAP. SAVINGS DAY
for the state of New Mexico, upon which day all persons shall
' give their pledges for War Savings Stamps
at such times and
places and in such manner as may be appointed by Hallet
ltaynolds, war savings director for this state, acting under the
authority of the secretary of the treasury, and pursuant to
the proclamation of the President of th United States.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the great seal of the state of New Mexico to be affixed.
Done at the city f Santa Fé this, the 4flh day of June.
A. D. 1918.
'
Attested:
W..E. LINDSEY.
' (Seal.)
ANTONIO LUCERO,
Secretary of State.
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It is a source of legitimate pride in every loyal
citizen of Roy that such a building as
this has been built and paid ior
by Roy enterprise.
fUev. W. A. DAWN, Pastor,
1. L. GUNN, Builder.
I

Convention, June 30th
At MILLS,

-

Patriotic Church
Social at Solano
The Ladies Aid Society of
Solano, will give an Ice Cream
Social and Patriotic Program on(
the Lawn at the Church in
Solano Saturday evening June 22d
The proceeds will be divided 50-5- 0
with the Rod Cross Chapter
of Róy and "the Church funds.
Music and addresses will be a

PROGRAM

Sunday School, Bible
Class taught by E. F
Ivey, Young peoples
Class, Mrs. Carl Fish,
Junior Class, Mrs. J. G.
Smith Primary Mrs. G.
Powell, .
11 A.M.
Devotional Service, S. part of the Program and a SerT. Ansley, Sermon, Rev
O. W. Hearn, Song, vice Flag will be' unfurled with
Wilco Quartette, Ap-'.- " appropriate ceremony in honor
pointing Committees, of the Solano Boys in the U. S.
Army. All are invited and a
Basket Dinner
floon
'
1.30 P.M. Devotional Service, Rev special invitation is extended to
Roy
people
the
to
present
be
and
J. T. Howell, Report of
Schools, Song by Roy assist with the program.
School, Report of Com'
mittees, Wilco Quartet,
The Editor and wife were
Round Table, conduct- guests
of Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
ed by Rev. C. E. Pick- Sunday
Elder
and were fed on
,. ett,
fried
chicken
and other good
This is your convention. Be
things
besides
spending
a very
thereon time bring someone with
pleasant
day
in
country.
the
Mr.
vou, bring your dinner, stay all
has
Elder
of
a
lot
summer
rqp
day, help others and be helped
which is resisting the drought
yourself by it.
splendidly and has made many
improvements on the farm since
The published list of A. R. C
subscribers last week is having we saw it last.
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the desired resulte of finding
Casey White and famiiyof Mills
who was not properly credited
and Harry Lammon and family
The following corrections are
of Kepart came to Roy Saturday
herewith submited.
and got supplies before starting:
Mr. and Mrs. T. O. Scott $3.00
:The American's Creed
to Mills' Ranch on a fishing and
omitted
Mr. and Mrs. M. Lyon
camping
trip. They were .a
2.50 instead of $2.
Emilio
RELIEVE IN THE UNITED
happy
looking bunch as thv
Roy had its first Federal case
Pampagnin Mills $10. instead $1.
STATES OF AMERICA, AS A
started and will no dout return
Tuesday whsn 11. J.Tiige locally
Mills Sunday School $4.00 omited
GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE,
with a large quantity of tan
"Shotgun
known
who
as
Pete"
BY THE PEOPLE, FOR THE
L.M. instead of L.N. Livingston.
freckles, sunburn experiences
JUST POWERS ARE has a homestead two miles ..west
Mr. and Mrs. M. Connor,$2.00
The Masons held a meeting
The Mass meeting of taxpayers
and fish
DERIVED FROM THE CONSENT of Mills was tried under Espiostories.
Friday
night
Saturday
to
night discussed the
transact business
Contract Let for School
OF THE, GOVERNED: A DEMOC- nage charges.
and elect the first officers for the matter of developing the Water
RACY. IN A REPUBLIC A SOVERMiss Regina Pint was the guest
Roy SaturHe
j
.arreste
was
in
Father Felix Vachon advises
new Lodge The name selected Supply of Roy and a straw vote
EIGN NATION OF SOVEREIGN
Mrs. Anna Patton Sunday
of
day
night for prowling about is "Hiram" and the officers
A PERFECT
UNION
STATESj
contract for the
wil showed 10 bf those present in us tnat tne
ONE AND INSEPARABLE, ESTAB- and getting uglywhen questioned be Fred S. Brown W. M. T. E. tavor of going aheadwith the Sisters School has been awarded
by officers. His conduct has
LISHED tiPON THE PRINCIPLES
A. Lewis, Formerly of
Mitchell S.
M. D. Gibbs londs and 8 were opposed to t0
It is reported that C. U. Stror.g
OF FREEDOM, EQUALITY, JUST- been suspicious fer some time to
VV. Boulware will bt
bpnnger
now
V.
but
a
R.
J.
resident
of
toing
anything
at
time
this
HUMANITY,
AND.
ICE
has resigned from the Mora
Mills peoplé.who have long been the S- D.
and the other officers preferring to wait till the. war Roy for a time at least. Several County Draft Board and D.
BELIEVE IT
I THEREFORE
J.
worried by his threats and night have not yet been chosen.
The is over ar.d we can. see where bids were filed but Mr. Lewis's Cassidy, of Cleveland, has been
.IS MY .DUTY TO MY COUWTKY
TO LOVE . IT; TO SUPPORT ITS prjwücff. Mayor Brown secur-- . lodge. pxpects to get. started, offfj tq, ti'at .before, making the lean.' was accepted as he will take the
appointed inhis stead.
TO OBEY ITS ed a 'number ef affidavits from in July with very bright
.CONSTITUTION
pros- ine matter 01 investigating and whole contract and will get kl his
'Mrs, ; W.' W. Mock of" Los"
J.AWS JO RESPECT ITS FLAG: MiJJs peeple and .1 search of .his pects.
The hall is nearly finished developing the shallow water material and help here in Roy.'
,AND TO DEFEND IT AGAINST
Angeles
shack reveald many.things which and when furnished will be
California is here to
The building will be 24x34 feet
a supply known to be in town,
,AUL ENEMIES.
spend
brand him seemingly as either credit to Roy and to the
the
heated term with her
and besement and will
going out in the country and
order.
mothe1,
Mrs.
Hepburn and sister
pervert
or
a
a criminal
a chari
pumping it in from another be east of the Rectory building
opinion
Mrs.
E.
Russell
returned table
John Creswell of Solano.
Prof. J.
is that he is not
Mr. and Mrs. IJ, L. Popejoy of shallow vein or driilins down now under construction,
The high cool mesa is
with Mrs. Jiussell from Clayton quite right mentally.
Bad
is
re
pleased
much
Montevista Colordo, and another thru the Dakota Sandstone to ,Tne
Tilge is of german parentage
when its too hot for comfort
'Tuesday evening Mrs. Russell
n tlm.wanrl faot hUm is With a Clft of $2.000.00 from One
relative an ved last week at the
every
wnere else- lhas.been ill but was able to come but native-borat vSaginaw
Question."
not
Roy
a
resident of
a3 á starter
The advise of
W.H.Wilcox home and are guests an open
home. He. bos had a very success Michigan and caae litre from
'
the new Church which will
this week
Mrs. Popjoy is well ail experts from a distance being
Mrs. Irvin Ogden Jr. visited
ful .trip in his line as Life. Insur Chicago. He seems to have known
be built here in the near future
in
of
cours
the
vthe
of
interst
years
for
here
as
Miss
saveraldays
last week with her
ance man and was a witness of a traveled extensively in the U.S.
largest expenditure of money. '::
Ada
The
Mr.
Willcox.and
little
Mrs.
son
and
visited
of
parents
here
Rev.
and Mrs. Howell at
near Jynchingr.a't Clayton which He claims to have one sister and frequently.
A growing sentiment in favor A. D. Brown of SDrinerer was Mofax
returning
home to Solano
stopped by the officers. a cousin his only living relatives
was
of digging to the water strata shot and fatally wounded by Monday. Rev.
is about to
Howell
Sorapio .Miera well known
The hearing held at U.S. Comby
shown
the
shallow
and
wells
Vernon
aged
Frampton
12,
who
sell
his
go
farm and
back to
here was one of the leaders of the missioner Willcox's office by a Ray Carr, who was taken depending on a sufficient supply
took a rifle out of a standing auto Arkansas.
Her brother Frank
He and Ignacio Otero Secret service man of Tucumcari- from Roy recently by the Draft for present needs is noticeable
mob.
pointed it at him and shot. The and family started for Oregon
so much evidence and went to Des Moines. Iowa. and many believe it is water we
are in jail without bond, charged developed
child
was about 4 years old ' and Monday.
with&'statutory offense.
against him that he was held has reached France safely is the want and not a big gamble.
the
was formely Miss
mother
under $5000.00 bond and in de announcement received here by
John Schneider returned last
Myrtle
Tyndall
a niece of Andy
The matter of locating a
George ay, with the help of R. fault of it he was taking to friends. He has seen but little
week
from Chicago where he has
Hern
Roy
well
and
of
known
to Jail awaiting a camp life since leaving here and County Road from Roy to the
C. and Ben Grunig .constructed a Tucumcari
made
an extensive visit at his
here.
While
caring
for the child
we expect him to be a'Go getter' new Red River Bridge was rewindmill iuid tower Tuesday acd trial in Federal Court.
old
home.
He has a fine time
ferred to a committee consisting a trained nurse fell down stairs
that he is at the front,
erected it .at the new well south
It is rumored there was some now
like
but
all
the
rest he is glad to
i
of George Ray W. H. Wiflcoxj and broke her arm.
of town, A big pump is attached correspondence, found in his
get back.
Grunig
C.
and
R.
map
to
out
the
"and it is busy trying to fill the possession which indicated con
Frank Lusk son of Atty. and
A Soldier's Conclusion
nection with organize enemies of Mrs. J. B. Lusk is home on a best route and get up a petition
little lake with water, A
tank to water large herds the U. S. and there is much furlough from Camp Douglass to present the County Board at - "I have been quietly obeservjng
To Cimarron via French
.(if cattle will be iristatled with it. reason to Deuevea
mat Ms where he has been stationed Jat its July meeting.
and listening and trying to learn
All on Section Lines
incarceration is in the interest of the camp hospital as a member
E. F. Ivey wllj leave as soon at first hand the real inwardness
public
safety.
j'3
of the Medical Corps. He look.Neis Benson and family drove
S. E. Pelphrey
of French
he can get his business affairs of this war. Having lived in
ing fine and not at all displeased as
to Dawson last week and visited
so arranged as to make it pos Germany and known many Ger- supplies us with a map showing
with the service. He will be at'
Jimmy Turner and family and
Residence Burglarised
sible for Eureka Springs, Arkan mans I could never bring myself a proposed road from Cimarros
home several weeks on furlough.
.other friends. The irrigated
sas where he will take the water to hat the wbole people nor to which follows a section line iron?
Lopez and family
Remigio
fields of the Maxwell tract Jotk
believe all unworthy of regard. I the Ponil river bridge through
were out at Pasamonte this week
Sergeant Hippelhauser and treatment for Diabetes which think I
good .to them.
am now gradually learn- r rencn ana direct to umco on
disease has recctly developed.
where he was receiving some wife a
of F, W. Wend-lan- d
ing
the
truth. There are two the same section line. This road
He formerly lived and ran a
v
Roy Ha.Il left Tuesday for cattle. They returned Tuesday
arrived Tuesday from grocery at that place and hence classes of Germans the Prussians meets with no physical difficulKansas. A number of friends evening and found that their Ft Sill Okla. and will visit here
knows personally of the almost who rule and dominate and the ties and a bridge across Red
met at the Hall home Monday house had been broken into and for eight weeks of a furlough
miraculons cures of this disease other Germans who are dominat- River at French would be the
$1.40 belonging to their daughter granted him.
night in a farwell party.
Be has been in
ed.
The Prussians ambition only expense on it.
Lola had been stolen. A dress of the U. S. Service for eight years affected there so he goes with
brought on the war andthey are
From this road he finds that
confidence
coming
entire
back
of
Col. Will Paxton is thinking hers had been cut and ruined and and is at present attached to the
to
continuous
the
to
menace
world
a
turn south three miles East of
Many
well.'
will
friends
earnestseriously of trying out the Auct- some other mischief done.
Signal Corps.
I
háve
really
to
come
Chico
then one
hate
the
ly
for 8 miles
hope
his
for
recover?.
ioneer profession here and may The intruder had entered by
to wish that they west and Fourteen south will
and
Prussians
decide to close out his Illinois hoi tearing off the window screen
Miss
Ruth Harper of Miils could be
Rev's.' Hearn, of Roy, and
annihilated. The other make an ideal road into Roy with
and opening a window and hairdings and locate here
this week to the
returned
Wagon
Eutslerof
Mound have
Germans
will make good world no expense whatever as it; is
pins scattered on the bed seem
been holding revival meetings Meloche ranch near Raton after citizens when freed from the already section-lin- e
roads and he
to indicate that the party had jointly
spending a pleasant two weeks
at Mills this week.
be
made
I
have
'
urges
a part of
domination.
Prussian
this
no
that
,
Mrs. Marie Martin directs us lost them in getting in.
at home.
Highway
system
doubt
the
Prussians
intend
and
State
the
that
to send theS-A- ; to her daughters
F. M. Hughes of Solano is getproposed
connect
to
to
rule
seems
world.
me
with the
the
It
Mrs. D. Plant, of Clarksburg
Virgina and Clara at Lae Vegas
Mr, B Coslet is at the Plumlee ting up a threshing crew to go
to W. Va, remembers us with a our only hope is their extermi- Tueumcari and Red River roads.
where they are attending sum- Hospital with a broken kneecap, the Kansas wJieat fields and
It looks good on the map and is
years subscription
and sends nation."V caused by a kick from a horse. harvest and thresh.
mer i chool.
a Red Cross Surgeon in France. entirely practical.
regards ta all old friends here.
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All EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS,

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE-

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
WasUrn Nawipapar Union Kmt Barrio.
ABOUT THE WAR
American, British and French air
men continue to carry out aerial operations above and behind enemy Unes
Less than three days was required
by the allies to bring the enemy to a
virtual halt south of the Aisne.
Five days sufficed to stay the German offensive between Montdldier and
Noyon whose objective was Com
ptegne.
The attempted drive by the armies
of the German crown prince toward
Paris seems definitely to have been
checked.
British casualties reported la the
week ending June 14 totaled 84,171 of
(icers and men, of this number 4,447
being killed.
American officers and men to ths
number of 108, fighting on the Tout
sector, have been awarded the French
war cross for bravery and fidelity.
Troops who participated In the bat
tle, as well as prisoners, are unanl
mous In declaring that the German
losses throughout the five days were
appalling.
The position of the latest German
effort after five days of fighting is de
scribed inelegantly, but aptly, by
general who has Just arrived from the
front, as follows: "The Germans got a
skinful."
Friday, the sixth day of the oftenBive between Noyon and Montdldier,
witnessed only small local actions
This may be a sign that the enemy has
renounced further efforts In this direc
tion and is about to start elsewhere
M. Clemenceau's organ, L'Homine LI
bre of Paris, expresses no surprise at
the slackening of the battle. The en
emy, it declares, has engaged about
eighty divisions since May 27, nearly
half of which left 60 per cent of their
men on the battle ground.
Austrian offensive
The
azainst the Italians has begun. On the
Italian front, for a distance of from
seventy-fivto 100 miles, Austrian
troops and heavy artillery Are endeav
oring to break down the resistance of
Italians, who are aided by French and
British forces.
Between the southern edge of the
s
forest and Chateau
Thierry American troops celebrated
the anniversary of the arrival of
American troops In France by repulsing violent enemy attempts to drive
them from their recently won positions
at Belleu wood and Bouresches. The
enemy attacked after a heavy bom
bardment, but was driven back with
severe losses by the defensive fire of
the Americans, who took prisoners and
machine guns.
long-awaite-

e

Villers-Cotteret-

WESTERN
The labor bill met defeat in the lower house of the Arizona Legislature.
In a running fight with three bur
glars In a motor car near Laurel, Neb.,
John Conover, owner of the telephone
exchange at Laurel, was shot through
the head and died in an hour, and Dr.
S. S. Sackett of Laurel was shot
through the body and his death Is expected.
Lieut. Pat O'Brien, Royal British
Flying Corps, who is in the United
States after having escaped from a
German war prison, fell nearly 2,000
feet in an aeroplane at San Antonio,
Tex., but was only slightly injured.

WASHINGTON
The Navy Department was advised

that the British steamer Keemun
arrived safely at an Atlantic port.

had

Continued throat trouble prompted
Secretary McAdoo to return to White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va., to spend several weeks recuperating.
The effective date of the order requiring payment of railroad transportation orders on a cash basis was
postponed from July 1 to Aug. 1.
The Senate finance committee decided not to attempt suspension of
mall rates
publishers' second-clas- s
which become effective July 1.
A proposal that not fewer than
American troops be used In the
war during the next year is made in an
amendment to the nary appropriation
bjll introduced by Senator Fall of New
Mexico.

The nation must prepare for a

bit-

ter struggle of Indefinite duration,

Ad-

miral Bralsted, surgeon general of the
navy, warned medical celebrities attending the sixty-nintannual convention of the American Medical association.
The purpose of the United States to
send men and materials to France until "any temporary inequality of force
is entirely overcome," was reiterated
by President Wilson in replying to a
message from President Poincare on
the anniversary of the landing of the
first American troops in France.
h

An aerial postal service between
London and Paris has been inaugu
rated.
King Alfonso has conferred tht
grand cross of Charles II on Archer
Huntington of New York,
Premier von Seydler, in an audience
with Emperor Karl, offered his resig
nation according to Austrian advices
received at Amsterdam.
One of London's largest theaters
has been rented by the American com
mittee of engineers for rendezvous
and a hotel for sailors and soldiers.
As an outcome of recent conferences, Japan Is preparing a declaration defining her attitude toward Rus
sia, according to a Tientsin dispatch.
The loss of tho Austrian battleship
Ezent Istvan torpedoed in the Adriaticis officially announced in Vien
na, according to a Havas dispatch
ffom Basel, Switzerland.
Mrs. Walter H. Page, wife of the
American ambassador to Great Bri
tain, christened H. M. S. Eagle, one of
Great Britain's largest naval ships,
which was launched on the Tyne,
Thirty-sithousand Austrian women
and girls of all ages and classes .have
been forced by hunger to join the
women's battalions working close to
the front lines, according to reports
from Austrian Tyrol.
An explosion in the Skoda gun
works, near Plisen, on May 25, killed
more than 300 persons and Injured 700,
according to Information received by
the Paris Journal. The explosion was
heard 150 miles.
"A notoble decrease In the number
of submarine sinkings In the western
and central regions and the English
channel has been evident since the
blocking of Zeebrugge and Ostend har
bors, It was
announced
in Paris.
Germany has lodged a complaint In
Washington and asked for safeguards
against such excesses as led to the
lynching of Robert P. Prager at Col
linsvllle, 111., April 4, according to a
Wolff bureau telegram from Germany
quoting Privy Councillor Simons in replying to a question askel by Herr
Mueller of Melnlngen in the Reichs
tag.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

AUSTRIA STARTS

Pithy News Items

DRIVE IN ITALY
,

ALLIED

LINE

BLOCK8

BLOWS AFTER FRONT

HEAVY
P08I-TION-

Gathered From All Over

New Mexico

S

Waitarn Newspaper Union N.wi Btrvlca.
COMING EVENTS.

ARE WON.

June
State Preas Association
meeting at Albuaueraue.
9
June
I'atrlotto tood ghow at
Albuaueraue.
July
Cowboys' Reunion at Las
Vesaa.
Round-u- p
Autr.
and Sporta Car
nival at Magdalena.
October Annual meeting New Mexloo
fubllc Health Aaaoclatlon.
Camp Cody will have a new fire sta
tion.
Roswell gets the 1919 0?arkr Trail
convention.
Fire destroyed about 1,000 cords of
wood at Wlllard.
It is stated that Senator A. B. Fall
will be a candidate for
A Bean Growers' Association was
formed at a meeting In Albuquerque
The Methodist Navajo Mission, near
Farraington, was badly damaged by
tire,
' The Twin Buttes OH Company has
Its test well In Otero county down
over 900 feet.
Fred Melton, a young blacksmith,
was drowned at Govts In the Santa
Fé supply tank,
The new Salvation Army building at
Camp Cody, Demlng, has been com.
pleted and opened.
A sawmill In East Cañón, fifteen
miles from Mimbres, was destroyed by
fire.
The New Mexico State Press Asso
ciation will hold Its annual meeting at
Albuquerque, June
The government report shows al
24-2- 5

A FAMOUS
BRING S VI

MEDICINE
General Foch Says Reserves,
Carefully Husbanded, Will
Deliver the Knockout

24-2-

PIAVE
CAPTURE

RIVER
OF

GROSSED

PRISONERS
BATTLE IN

10,000

REPORTED
FRANCE

QUIET.

8

BLUDGEON

Loss.-$10,00-

y

,

How Lydia E. Pinkham't
Vegetable Compound
Is Prepared For
Woman's Use.

MUST BE STRONG
A visit to the laboratory whers this

Used at tht Finish With Surprise, Mass
and Speed, They Will Maks tht De
clslva Attack, Dtttroylng tha Ene
my's Organized Forces.

London. Only an offensive, characterized by surprise, mass and speed,
Italian Headquarters in Northern
can bring victorious results In warfare,
Italy, June 17. The Kalian and allied
says General Foch, commander in chief
armies are bravely BUBtalnlug the
of the allied armies, In an article which
weight of tho Austrian forces which
he contributes to the Field, a weekly
are attacking alons tho front of the
journal.
Italian theater from the northwest of
"Modern warfare, to arrive at its
the Aslago plateau eastward to the
end and to impose its will on the en
Plave river and thouco along that
emy," General Foch says, "recognizes
stream to where it joins the bead- only
one means destruction of the
waters of the Adriatic sea, a front of
enemy's organized forces. '
nearly 100 miles.
"War undertakes and prepares this
The Austrian, htvlng made exten
destruction by battle, which brings
sive preparations for the drive by
about the overthrow of the adversary,
bringing up strong reinforcements in
disorganizes his command, destroys his
men and guns, many of them coming
discipline, and nullifies his units
from the former battlo line In Ru
far as their fighting power la con
mania and Galicia as a result of the
cerned.
using
east,
is
thera
debacle in the
No Victory In Defense.
without Btlnt In tie effort to debouch
"Our first axiom must be that to
from the mountain passes and cross
achieve Its object a battle must not be
the Plave river and gain tho Venepurely defensive. A purely defensive
tian Plains. Everywhere the fighting
battle, even well conducted, does not
la of an extremely sanguinary characresult In a victor and a vanquished. It
ter, especially cast of the Aslago plais simply a game that must be begun
teau, In the Brenta valley and on
over again.
Monte Grappa.
"From this it is an obvious corollary
In the initial struggle the enemy faifa and pastures In fair condition,
an offensive, whether started at
that
succecaca in capturing several ironi- notwithstanding the drouth.
the beginning of an action or whether
line positions in the mountain region
The long drouth' was broken In It follows the defensive, can only give
from' the British, and also in crossing Roosevelt county, and grass is doing
results, and. In consequence, must al
the Piave. Countbr attacks, however, well and cattle are looking fine.
ways be adopted at the finish.
have restored all the positions In the
"To maintain our position Is not
Up to the present time the ship
mountains, Including territory to a
synonymous with being victorious and
have
ments
of
Astee
the
wool
from
depth of 1,000 yards along a 2,6j0
even prepares for a defeat If we reyard front capt ired lrom the British. amounted to over 250,000 pounds.
The Alamogordo Mexican residents main where we are and do not pass to
At last accounts the allied troops
the offensive to fix the direction of at
SPORT
everywhere
otrongly holding the held a bazaar at the park for the
An effort Is being made by members enemy and King Victor Emmanuel's benefit of the Red Cross and realized tack, to guard against the plans of the
enemy, and prevent him from carrying
of the board of aldermen to legalize men were gallintly striving to throw $185.
out the same maneuver, we must un
Sunday baseball in New York.
back the invaders across the Piave,
Seventy-fivmen composed Berna dertake to carry on and sustain numer
Jess Wlllard has consented to box The Italians have taken more than Hilo county's contingent of mechan ous combats, each with determined
for the soldien at Camp Funston on 8,000 Austrian prisoners, among them les, which entrained tor Camp Mabry, aim.
officers.
July 4 with au opponent the can se eighty-ninTex.
All Depends on Reserve.
As yet the Vienna war office has glv.
lect for him for a v ar benefit fund.
Cut worms damaged the 100 acres
"But since there remains no doubt
en
only
to
brief
mention
the
battle
of beans on the C. E. Anderson farm that decisive attack is the very key
Harry way or Denver made a run
of 206 targets without a miss in the saying that the Austrian armies bad near Roy so badly that replanting was stone of a battle, all other actions
second morning shoot of the Rocky Invade the Sette Comunl plateau, ly- necessary.
which make up a battle must be en
Mountain Interrtate Trap Shooting ing at an altitude of 3.400 feet north
organized, proin the state are visaged, considered,
conditions
Fruit
tournament at Colorado Sprlng3. Some west of Aslago, and that up to noon better than at the same time last year, vided with forces in the measure in
prominent shooters from New Mexico Sunday more than 10,000 Italian Eng according to the government June which they will prepare, facilitate, and
lish and French soldiers and a consid crop report.
guarantee development of a decisive
attended the meeting.
of guns had been cap
attack
characterized by its mass, its
The British roldler has sonn novel- - erable number
county
Miguel
super
The
road
San
surprise, its speed, and for which, In
ties In athletic diversions. WristUng tured.
large
of
crew
ed
a
Kendont
h"
long
With the commencement of the
consequence, It is essential that there
on mules, for Instance, Is r ipectacu
expected Austrian offensive, the fight men at work on the scenic highway shall be the maximum reserve force
lar sport. It Is a team event. Four ing
Springs.
near
Hot
In France has simmered down al
possible of troops of maneuver.
stout men from ti.e transport section,
Preparations are well under way for
most
except
to
subnormal,
southwest
"The reserve that is to say, the
stripped to the waist and mounted on
the big Round-Uand Contest of prepared bludgeon Is organized and
barebacked mule, represent each bat of Solssons, where the French have Western Sports to be held at Magdakept carefully Instructed to execute
talion and the team which has the last delivered several violent attacks lena, August 7 to 11.
against the Germans holding territory
the single act of battle from which re
survivor wins.
captured last week. Where the enemy
While digging a well about fourteen sults are expected namely, the de
GENERAL
week ago was throwing thous miles west of Portales, J. I. Jones cisive attack.
Mrs. Alfred Gwynne Vanderbllt was ands
upon thousands
men found a vein of coal, estimated to be
of
Surprise, Mats and Speed.
married at Holmwood, her country against the allied lines between four to six feet thick.
"Reserves must be husbanded with
home at Lenox, Mass., to Raymond T. Montdldier and Noyon, Sunday saw
Harry Eaton, a state prisoner who the most extreme parsimony so that
Baker, director of the United States him worn out with his useless efforts
escaped
from a road gang near San the bludgeon may be strong enough to
mint
and his forces sadly depleted through Marcial on September 9, 1914, was ar- make the blow as violent as possible.
The sixty-nintannual convention men killed and wounded, unwilling or rested at Globe, Aris.
Let loose at the finish, without any
of the American Medical Association unable further to give battle.
lurking idea of saving them, with
Enrique Hermandes of Blossburg well thought out plan for winning the
adjourned at Chicago after the house
In Macedonia the operations daily
of delegates unanimously adopted a increase In Importance.
Along the was burned to death at Raton when battle at a point chosen and deterresolution urging compulsory military greater part of the front there have the house in which he was living mined, reserves are thrown in all totraining for all young men before they teen heavy reciprocal bombardments caught fire and burned.
gether In an action surpassing In vioare permitted to vote.
Three wolves and seven wolf pups lence and energy all other phases of
and Bulgarian troops several times
A story of an
fight with a have endeavored to penetrate the al were trapped by members of the U. battle, an action with proper characGerman submarine off the Virginia lied lines. All their efforts, however. S. Biological Survey and forest rang teristics surprise, mass, and speed.
All our forces really participate, either
ers recently near Cuba.
coaBt was brought to an Atlantic port met with ill success.
London. British troops in a local
by Capt. George Aitkin of the British
Mrs. Eulogla Chaves, 102 years old, by preparing It or by carrying It out
"In this, our supreme aim, we must
steamship Author. He said the raider operation have captured the German died at her home in Albuquerque.
not
be deceived by appearances. Al
on,
positions
two
forward
a front of
Senility was the cause of death. As
gave up the chase seventy miles from
though theory falls wheq applied by
the Virginia capes, apparently iearlng miles north of Bethune, according to far as is known Mrs. Chaves was the feeble hands and when accessories obField Marshal Halg's report.
oldest woman in the state.
to brave the coast patrol.
scure the main principle, history and
Repulse
Yankees
Three
Attacks.
It is said $10,000 has been spent on reason show ns tha In battle there is
Mrs. Finley J. Sheppard, formerly
With the American Army In France, the
mall route.
Miss Helen Gould, is seriously ill in
a single argument which is worth while
June 17. About 600 German shock
namely, decisive attack, which Is
New York of appendicitis.
Thirty per cent of the entire regis
troops raided the American first-lincapable of assuring the desired
alone
of
21
men
years
age
to
of
tration
in
31
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker
positions at the village of Xlvray, In New Mexico, which registration was result the overthrow, of the adver
will go to Chicago to deliver an adthe Toul sector, early Sunday morn made June 5 of last year, are in the sary."
dress on July 4, it was announced.
ing. Some of the enemy got Into Xlv- United States land fighting
forces or
The wholesale massacre by the Búl ray, but were soon driven out. At oth
Not Taking Any Chances.
gara of all but 140 of 20,000 Greeks er points the Germans were badly are "all .ready to start"
When Captain. Hnmmond of the Brit
The government crop report for ish Royal Flying corps flew from Daydeported from eastern Macedonia was beaten. The attack began at 3 o'clock
reported to the Greek legation by the In the moraine after an extremely vio- June Indicates that New Mexico is do- ton to Indianapolis the other day one
Bureau of Prisoners at Geneva, Switz- lent bombardment. The Germans ad ing its bit in the production of wheat of the first fellows he met at the
other crops. The report shows speedway was Johnny Altken, the auerland.
vanced swiftly to the attack but were and acreage
an
of 68,000 of winter wheat: tomobile speed king. Captain HamAmericans captured off this coast met by a heavy fire. Those who pene condition, 08 per
cent, with an esti mond desired a spin around the speedby Bubmarine pirates were forced to trated Xlvray were forced speedily to
mated production of 2,870,000 bushels; way in Johnny's racing car and he was
polish torpedoes Intended tor use withdraw and elsewhere the enemy
79,000 acres; condition,
spring
accommodated.
against United States transports. This was completely repulsed in hard fight 9p perwheat,
cent; production, 1,670,000
"Did yon give the captain any fancy
came to light In New York with the ing lasting more than two hours.
bushels.
thrills?" James A. Allison asked thé
arrival of more seamen who had been
The second registration during the racing man.
taken off their sinking ships by the
Paris. French troops have reoccu- "I should sny not," Johnny replied.
Germans and held prisoner aboard the pled Coeuvres et Valsery (southwest war, which occurred June 5, has en"Why not?" Allison wanted to know.
counof Solssons, an Important strategic rolled 1,314 men in twenty-thre- e
No. 151.
"Well, you see, it's thlsway: the
ties, as follows: Bernalillo, 131; Cha.
A compromise between leaders of point from which the Germans have
ves, 83; Colfax, 109; Curry, 58; De captain Is going to take me for a sky
been
to
endeavoring
debouch
their
the prohibition and
Baca, 11; Dona Ana, 61; Eddy, 32; ride and I don't want htm to have
forces in Nevada has been reached troops.
Lincoln, 38; Luna, 37; Mora, 95; any charges against me when he gets
whereby the Nevada Legislature at a
Otero, C2--;
Rio Arriba, 120; San me about ten thousand feet northwest
Banker John B. Cosgrlff Dead.
special session proposed to open June
Miguel, 100; Torrance, 48; Union, of yon fleecy cloud. No, slreel The
Denver. John B. Cosgrlff, w-- o with
24 will be asked to ratify the national
44; Guadalupe, 16; Quay, 46; Roose captain got a ride that was soothing
prohibition amendment and to pass an his brother founded the Hamilton Na
velt,
26; San Juan, 24; Taos, 42; Val- and altogether gentle." Indianapolis
additional prohibition bill, to become tional bank in this city, died in his encia, 83; Sandoval, 18;
Santa Fó, 60. Newg.
home
here from a stroke of paralysis.
effective in Nevada Jan. 1, 1920.
years, son
Curtis Brown, aged
Two Norwegian
steamships, the
of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Brown of Spring
"Sha 8toopt to Conquer.'
Vlndeggen and Henrik Lund, were
U. 3. Army of 3,000,000 by Aug. 1.
was
er,
accidentally
almost
and
shot
Stoops to Conquer" grew out
sunk by a German submarine when
"She
Washington. Three million Ameri
about 200 miles east of Cape Charles, cans will be under arms by next Aug. instantly killed by a bullet from a
of an incident that occurred in Goldrifle in the hands of Vernon smith's travels about Ireland.
Virginia. . This brings the total of ves- 1, the Senate military committee was
He
sels sunk by
since they began told by Provost Marshal General Frampton, aged 12. Mrs. A. Thomas, found himself one night far from home
their campaign on the Atlantic coast Crowder. Extension of the age limits a nurse, who was called to care for and inqulripg the way to an inn, some
prostrate mother of the dead boy, wag directed him to a gentleman's
to eighteen.
in the army draft will be necessary, the
In a victorious race with a thunder Gen. Crowder said, if the present rata mistook the cellar door for. the door private residence. There he went orstorm, Lieutenant Culver broke the oi draft calls is continued. He esti leading to the bedroom. She opened dered out his horse, demanded the best
and fell down the stairway, break supper the place afforded and generrecord between Philadelphia mated that all the men in class 1 it
ing her leg and severely bruising her- ally gave himself airs. He did not
New
and
York. He left Philadelphia would be exhausted after next Jan. 1.
discover his mistake until the next
at 2:30 p. m. and arrived at Belmont Gen. Crowder said that 1,347,000 of self.
Cloudcroft will celebrate on the morning when he was about to pay
Park forty-twminutes later, flying the 2,428,000 men placed in class 1 al
ready have been called to the colora, Fourth.
at the rate tf 147 miles an hour.
Wtitern Newipaper Union Neva Service.

THE MAKING OF

OFFENSIVE ALONE

successful remedy Is made impresses
even the casual looker-o- n with the reliability, accuracy, skill and cleanliness
which attends the making of this great
medicine for woman 'sills.
Over 850,000 pounds of various herb
are nsed anuafly and all have to b
gathered at the season of the year when
their natural juices and medicinal substances are at their best
The most successful solvents are nsed
to extract the medicinal properties from
these herbs.
Every utensil and tank that cornea In
contact with the medicine is sterilized
and as a final precaution in cleanliness
the medicine is pasteurized and sealed
In sterile bottles.
It is the wonderful combination of
roots and berbs, together with tha
kill and care nsed in its preparation
which has made this famous medicina
so successful in the treatment of

female

Ills.

The letters from women who bavs
been restored to health by the use of
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound which we are continually publishing attest to its virtue.
UNITED

STATES AND SCIENCE

Activities of Entire World Centered
' on This Country and Interest ,
Expected to Continue.
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"Very few people realize that the
scientific activities of the world are
centering In the United States, and
thnt they will doubtless continue to
do so if material means be given to
keep up the work," said Father Churlej
B. Moulinler, regent of the Marquette
university school of medicine, In a recent Interview in the Marquette Tribune.
"South America, for instance, is now
looking to us for scientific leadership.
China and Japan are once more turning to us. Greut attention Is being
paid to medicine In South America,
Buenos Aires alone having a medical
Bchool with 5,000 students.
"The Wistnr Institute of anatomy, in
riiiludelphln, is one of the most decisive factors in turning the attention
of the scientific world to the United
States. This institute has an endowment which makes It possible to give
large sen-icto mankind. Just now it
Is printing copious translated extracts
from the medical Journals published
and sending them to China and Japan.
Duplicates of the Journals are also
sent to South America.
"A great deal of research work Is
being done by this school in the direcCertain
tion of discovering dyes.
chemical dyes, formerly produced only
by Gruebler of Germany, ere required
In technical work. Wlstar Is now pro
ducing dyes the equal of Gruebler's.
"It may be interesting to know that
much of this research work has been
done by a young Philadelphian who
delved into chemistry for his own
pleasure and experimented in his pri-

vate laboratory. Wlstar hearing of
some remarkable' discoveries made by
him Immediately called him to the institute, placing Its facilities at his dis
posal for this important work.
Away With the CatsI
The damuge to crops which Is indi
rectly attributed to cats has recently
brought the question of cat suppres- slon into more than one state legisla
ture. Cats eat birds that eat Insects
that destroy crops.

Fhlladelphla reports a shortage of
garbage collections.
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Better Off
if .you drink

MHOT
posnjpi
instead of
coffee.

Postum is
nutritious,
healthful ,
economical,
delicious and

American.
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of these classes to bulls-eyes
up ten consecutive
out of ten shots at
range.
the
The German does not
rely on his Individual ability with the rifle. He is
Inclined to shoot wildly
and at random. Reports

'

000-ynr-

Germany has not been able to do this. With
a standing nrmy so great as the one maintained
by the kaiser In peace times, such an appropriation would have interfered with other plans. If
$13 n year had been spent on ammunition for the
rifle practice of each man In the German standing
army and reserve, the Teutons would be far better shots than they are today. But this gain
would be at the expense of the funds necessary
for the supply of Munitions the general staff was
accumulating against the day of need. Prior to
the war the German soldier fired only about 12
ball cartridges a year on the range.
The rifle ranges In Europe are few and Inferior.
Land Is far too valuable to permit of much being used for such purpose. Scarcely any of these
ranges are suitable for practice at a distance of
over 400 yards. An appropriation of $13 to the
man for ammunition would not have made European soldiers anything like as expert as ours.
The lack of opportunity to shoot under the field
conditions, which are the foundation of a good
rifleman's work in actual battle stress, would
necessarily have debarred this.
The American Is a hunter.. He used to be a
rifleman from necessity, since his safety and his
food depended on his skill. He Is now one from
choice. There are few of our yungsters who do
not own or have access to a 32 rifle, and but few
who do not get an occasional chance to use a
shotgun. The hunting instinct is still strong in
us. It Is estimated that about 8,500,000 sportsmen in this country hunt every year with a rifle
or a shotgun.
Even in thickly settled districts "game Is still
plentiful enough to offer enticing sport The license fee is small, amounting usually to only $1.
Ammunition is cheaper heré than elsewhere. The
guns are
finest and least costly machine-mad- e
produced In this country. Most Important, we
have no established aristocracy which controls the
shooting preserves, to the exclusion of the general public,

.......
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"

have reached us of

'

wasting great quantities
of ammunition after a
feigned attack on the part of the foe.
This Is In part due to the German theory that a
certain percentage of hits wll result rom a given number of shots. The fSocné Infantryman, except at short range, does not direct his aim at a
particular adversary. He fires for general results.
A German officer, for instance, learns that there
are a certain number of the enemy In a given
' zbne about 100 yards square, 500 yards In front
of his position. He estimates that If his company
r
a certain percentsprays this zone for a
age of casualties will be inflicted; dependent upon
the rapidity of Are, number of marksmen and size

In

half-hou-

sport-lovin-

Anglo-Saxon-

his hands.

Inevitably these frontiersmen,

Well-directe- d

.

self-relian-

fast-movin-

hand-to-han- d

one-thir-

one-hal-

this reason the French and the Italian revert
often to the bayonet. Because" the German does
work he prefers the
not like close
grenade.
The Canadian Is our born brother at arihs. The
conditions that have made us made him. His effectiveness as a soldier is due to his Individual
Initiative and to his skill with the rifle. What is
true of him is true of our soldiers; Already they
show a tendency to stick to the rifle. When they
get going well the Germans will pray to be put
against any troops except Americans and tha
chief reason for this dread will be Sammy'i expert d ess with the rifle.

,

sections
used In the older
of the East Its retention In these sections Is due largely to the fact that
it, requires a minimum amount of
equipment, which mukes It particularly suited to farms where only a limited acreage of bay Is grown.
The equipment required Includes
only mowing machine, rake, pitchfork,
wagon and rack, and, In most cases,
unloading apparatus such as hay forks
or slings.
Nearly everyone Is familiar with
this system, which consists merely of
pitching the hay on the wagon with
hand forks and hauling to stack or
barn, where It Is either pitched. off
by hand or unloaded with horse forks
or slings.
,
While It can be used under almost
any conditions, this system Involves
a large amount of Irksome hand labor,
and for this reason, as well as the
greater expense of labor, It should be
replaced by some other system whenever practicable.
Loading With Hay Loader.
The second system consists of loading the hay with a hay loader. This
method is used most largely In the
timothy and clover hay area. It Is
used to a certain extent In New York
and Pennsylvania, and to a greater
extent In Ohio, Indiana and Iowa.
In some localities there exists a
prejudlee against the loader.. The
first loaders put on the market were
not mechanically perfect, and therefore did not always give satisfaction,
s
and the delay caused by
Influenced many to abandon their use.
Moreover, the loader often has been
used on uneven or stony ground, with
a resultant frequent breaking of vital
parts; The use of this loader, under
conditions not recommended by the
manufacturers, also has tended to limit Its popularity.
Another, and perhaps .the most Important, reason for the loader not being used more generally Is that to use
it economically the men on the wagon
must work very hard while the load
Is being put on. A study of the use
of the loader In several states has revealed the fact that the hired men as
a rule do not like to work on the loader, and for this reason push rakes and
stackers have supplanted it on some
farms In the middle West.
On one farm It was noticed that
when the owner was absent five loads
were hauled In one afternoon, but
when the owner was present and
working on the wagon, seven loads
were taten from the field In the same
length of time.
At present there are two types of
loaders. One picks up the hay with
a revolving drum studded with spurs
of spring wire about six Inches long.
The other type takes up the hay by
means of a forklike arrangement fastened to long wooden or steel arms.
The bed of the carrier Is now made
solid, so that there Is little likelihood
of losing leaves from alfalfa, clover
and other legume hays.
The hay loader, under ordinary conditions, will increase the capacity of
a crew about 30 per cent over that of
the same crew pitching the load on by
hand forks.
The loader Is a valuable Implement,
and its saving in labor cost will be
especially on farms
considerable,
where labor is scarce and expensive.
Push Rakes and Stackers.
In system three push rakes and
stackers are used. This system came
Into general use a number of years
ago in the region from about the ninetieth meridian to the irrigated sections
of the West.
A large percentage of the hay In this
part of the country is stacked ; and
the comparatively large acreages
grown, plentlfulness of horses, scarcity of farm labor, and desire to make
hay with the least amount of hand labor were incentives to the use of these
two machines. '
Push rakes, also known as "bull
rakes," "go devils,"
consist of wheelless, two, three and
types. 'They are capable
of handling from 600 pounds to a ton
of hay, depending upon the type, the
skill of the driver and the team.
There are several kinds of stackers,
being
the overshot and
stackthe most common. Home-mad- e
ers are of various kinds, such as
derrick stackers of: different
break-down-

first-clas-
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strong and
The tradition of the hunt persists with us. The
man used to tramping the hills for big game endures hardship and privation for the sake of the
g
game
sport. He learns to shoot at
under difficulties of distance and visibility. It
follows that when he Is taken out to the rifle
range and Instructed he learns in a few lessons
tha proper sighting and method of using the military rifle.
'
These once acquired, he is in a class by himself,
for he Is used to shooting under the same conditions, though with less danger to himself, that obtain at the front No amount of practice at the
rifle range can serve as a fit substitute for his ex-

first-clas-

of zone.
An American farmer boy could tell him how erroneous this theory Is. He knows, because experience has taught him. Time and time again
he has fired with a shotgun Into a flock of ducks
or a covey of grouse on the wing bunched apparently so closely that a miss Is hardly possible.
There are 150 or 200 Individual shot in the load,
yet such an attempt nearly always scores a complete miss. Naturally this percentage of failures
must be still higher In rifle shooting.
An attacking party may be advancing In what
looks like a dense mass. There is to the eye very
little space between the men. A. "general results"
shot ought to score a hit. In point of fact, It
usually does not. Spaces between the moving men
are constantly opening. Very little of the front
offers a vital target. A shot through a knapsack, a helmet, through baggy breeches, or thick
leggings, even through the fleshy part of the body,
will not stop a charging foe. The only way to
make sure of a hit Is to pick an Individual target, aim at dead center, and fire accurately. An
Infantryman In full equipment is a good deal like
a hawk on a fence post. You are likely to get
a lot of feathers from your shot and very little
hawk.
The' ability to shoot accurately has made the
American rifleman dangerous. This same skill Is
making our Infantryman superior to his foe on
the western front General Pershing recognizes
the need of maintaining this advantage, for In his
reports he recommends that the greatest care
be taken In rifle instruction at the cantonments
since this is the most valuable weapon both In
offense and defense.
Put a company of crack German troops against
an equal number of ours. Let them direct their
fire based on the "general results" theory at our
men while our boys follow the American method
of selecting an Individual target. An average
company of Sammies would contain about ten
experts, 20- sharpshooters, 85 marksmen and a
s
riflemen. The result
large number of
would not be hard to determine.
It Is because of the deficiency of the Germans
as riflemen that their general staff has resorted
so largely to the hand grenade. For the same reason the French and British have done the same.
We read stories of infantrymen chasing troops
a quarter of a mile to get close enough to throw
rifle fire
hand grenades at them.
would have been far more effective. There are
times at .short range when the grenade is a superior weapon. One tossed into a group of men
will do more damage than a single rifle bullet
but the supply of grenades a man can carry Is limited and the distance at which they can be used
effectively is short. Since the French and British
are better shots than the Germans they send
more riflemen over the top and fewer grenadiers.
The British regular army had a great reputation for shooting. Most of these had seen service In Egypt, Africa or other colonies where conditions in a degree resemble ours. The work these
veterans did In the first battle of Ypres and at
the retreat from Mons, where with practically no
artillery they held four or five times their number
shows what marksmanship can do for an army.
The Latin Instinct is to use the knife. For
-

faced with an opportunity based upon necessity,
developed the keen eye, the steady nerve and the
woodmanshlp that made them the best shots ever
known.
With the growth of the country the tide of
Clark opened the
civilization rolled "westward.
great Northwest. Pike led the way to the Rockies. Always the adventurous son pushed to the
more remote frontier. The greatest trek in the
history of the western hemisphere was on. For
Almost every foot of the
60 years it continued.
West was won by toll and hardship, at the cost
of sacrifice from which men and women emerged

perience.
It is this fundamental training which lies bock
of target practice that Is responsible for the
marksmanship of the American army. The marine corps holds the finest record In the service.
d
of this organizar
wears the
Fully
f
marksmanship emblem. At least
of the
s
riflemen.
marines, are
To win the expert emblem a marksman must
shoot over the qualifying course at all ranges from

Ger-

man companies frantically

The conditions in Europe are totally different
Land is owned by the aristocracy, and since
feudui times hunting has been a privilege peculiar
to that class. Unless he secures .employment as
a gamekeeper, the poor man has no chance to
learn to shoot. Nor have the middle classes any
better opportunity. Ammunition is expensive.
Thp license fee Is excessive, running as high as
$25. The only good guns are hand-madfor the
reason that gunsmiths look only to the upper
class as purchasers. Hence no good, cheap, machine-made
rifles are manufactured. Lastly, there
Is no open land upon which to shoot.
For all these reasons, the worklngman of Europe knows very little about firearms.
Man for man, the total number of troops In
the field taken Into consideration, our Civil war
was the bloodiest ever seen. The operations In
Europe during the present struggle have always
been over a wide front The numbers, engaged
have been enormous and the total losses staggering. Yet the wastage of human life has been relatively smnll compared with that of the Union
and Confederate armies. There has been no Gettysburg, no Bloody Angle In the present conflict.
Why? Neither the forces under Grant or Lee
attained the perfection of training acquired by
the armies of today, with the exception of a few
star corps composed of picked regiments. The
heavy casualties were due to the Individual fighting ability of the troops, to their expert use of
the rifle.
From the days of the minute men of the Revolution, the superiority of the American rifleman
has been conceded by all. Morgan's backwoodsmen proved their efficiency as marksmen in the
The raw frontiersman
War for Independence.
demonstrated it again at New Orleans under
Jackson against Pakenham's trained regulars. At
the Alamo, Crockett and Bowie, with a little
handful of riflemen, held the hordes of Santa Ana
at bay. Our history Is full of Incidents In which
a little band of grim men, their backs to the wall,
have held off many times their number by sheer
tenacity and deadly rifle execution.
The reason for this is not far to seek. In early
days America was a virgin land peopled by nomadic tribes with an amazing skin at woodcraft
These natives hod to be outwitted and outfought.
No country in the world, with the possible exception of British Southeast Africa, ever had such
a wealth of game as this. The first settlers were
g
people on
the greatest
earth. With them they brought little but firearms and stout hearts. They had to defend them-- .
selves against the Indians and to live by the
Gradually they learned to raise grain,
chase.
fruit and vegetables native to the land of their
adoption. But for a long time their main source
of supply was wild game.
It resulted that every boy grew up with a rifle

Operation Loader Save Timo and Puts Hay on Wagon Mor
Cheaply Than It Can Be Dona by Hand.
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(Prepared by tha United State Department of Agriculture.)
are
four distinct systems of
There
800.
The sharpshooter
making bay, each of which Is divided
must average 238 out of In
actual practice into several meth300 on the some course.
Loading by hand Is the oldest
ods.
record
It Is no unusual
of either system and the one most generally

It

Already the deadly accuracy of
American marksmanship has taken
Its toll of German victims, for the
rifle Is the favorite weapon of our
troops.
The reasons for this are several.
The American Is a hunter by tradition. It Is in
behi blood because his father and grandfather
muzzle-loade- r.
old
the
with
fore hlra Von the wilderness
Daniel Doone and Davy Crockett and
Kit Curson are all old friends of his. The wild
West is fumlllar territory, even though be may
never have crossed the Mississippi. For he has
read the tales of trappers and hunters and practiced them on a small scale In the woods outside his vlUage.
The American Is a marksman by training.
What boy has not spent long days In the woods
with a gun In his hands? What youth, excepting
only some born and reared In the largest cities,
1ms not come home at night in triumph with a
tag of cottontails?
The third reason why Sammy sticks to his rifle
in the trenches is that It Is the best military arm
In the world.
For these three reasons, then because the rifle
1s his weapon by tradition and by training, and
because the onehe carries Is the best manufactured our Infantryman backs the rifle against the
hand grenade and the bayonet. He can use any
d
of the three, but for choice give him a dean
shot at a moving spot of gray outlined
against the dun Flanders background of a scar-tor- n
hill.
It has been acknowledged for years that the
American regular army, small though It was prior
to 1917, Is the finest body of marksmen in any
army. Our teams competing at Camp Perry and
at Klsley against the best shots of Europe and
the western hemisphere, proved conclusively that
the superiority still rests with us.
' The United States government has made for its
tinny the most perfect military rifles ever produced. These are the Springfield model of 1903
and the 1917 model, both of which are beyond
question better guna than thpse used by nny other
army In the world. The cartridges for these
weapons are the best now In use. Orders have
been placed for 2,920,000 rifles. The production
now averages 50,000 a week, sufficient to equip
three divisions. One billion cartridges have been
ordered for practice In the training camps. Our
manufacture of rifle cartridges excels In amount
that of nny other country. One firm alone turned
out 125,000,000 during one month.
The policy of the government has been to appropriate about $13 a year for the rifle practice
ranges have
of each soldier In the army. Target
These
been built In all parts of the country.
were available not only for the use of the army
and the National Guard but also for rifle associ-

ations.

1

200 to C00 yards in both
rapid .and slow fire and
must make above 2."3
points out of n possible

I ITU the entrance of American troops
trenches the rifle
Into the front-lin- e
Is coming Into Its own In the European war. Hitherto, except with
the Canadians, it has not played the
part that might have been expected
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kinds, and Inclines for handling hay
from the lnrge one-topush rakes.
n

The push rake and stacker make an
admirable combination, since nearly
all of the work of getting the hay from
the field to the stack is done by horsepower. The push rake takes the hay
from the windrow or bunch to the
stack, where It Is dropped on the
stacker and elevated onto the stack
by horses.
These Implements can be used with
small crews, consisting of two men, up
to crews of twelve or more men.
Baling Hay In tha Field.
In system four the hay is baled In
the field and push rakes and a power
press are used.
The practice of baling in the field
from the windrow began in the seiul-arl- d
middle West, where there is but
little danger of rain Interfering. It
has long been believed that hay is not
in condition to be baled until it has
gone through the "sweat" in the barn
or stack. This process is usually finished from three to six weeks from the
time the hay is made.
In the West, growers of prairie and
alfalfa hay for the market realized
that If It were possible to bale bay
from the windrow a considerable saving of time and labor could be made.
This saving would consist of a large
part of the cost of putting the hay
Into the stack. They also began to
doubt the necessity of allowing the
hay to go through the "sweat" before
It could be safely baled. Repeated trials and careful study have shown that
a good quality of hay can be made
when baled from the windrow under
At the present
certain conditions.
time hay Is being baled from the cock
in parts of the South.
Conditions Should Be Right
Hay baled from the windrow oftpn
spoils so badly that it becomes unfit
for feeding. This trouble Is sometimes experienced by beginners and
more especially when alfalfa or other
legume hay Is baled. There are three
causes for this. First, the hay will
not keep unless It is well cured In the
field, It being necessary to cure it out
more thoroughly than when It is to be
put Into the stack. Second, hay that
Is baled when partly wet with dew or
rain Is very liable to spoil. Third, hay
is liable to spoil when the bales are
Improperly stored by being packed
away close together. In many cases If
the bales are placed on edge with an
air space of an Inch or two between,
and the next layer placed crosswise
with spaces there will be much less
danger of heating and spoiling.

CAN HELP FARMERS
(Prepared by the United States
Department of Agriculture.)
Each town, under the leadership of Its most active spirits,

such as its chamber of commerce or county council of defense, itself should immediately make a survey of all
men who have had farm
experience and obtain pledges
to spend a day or two out of
each week, or a week if need be,
out of the month at the Derlods
of greatest demand, In order to
help the farmers. There are
many men working In the towns
whose places can be taken by
the women. I have in mind par
ticularly men waiters, elevator
boys, and clerks whose work
can be well substituted, if the
business sentiment of the town
will act resolutely and, persuade
employers to use women temporarily in order that the men
may be released for farm labor
as the occasion may requlre.- Clarence.Ousley, Assistant Sec
retary of Agriculture.
able-bodi-
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PLAN PRODUCTS FOR MARKET
Cans, Jars and Other' Containers
Should Be Uniform In Pack, Appearance and Quality.
(Prepared by the Up'.ted States. Department of Agriculture.)'
satisOne of the first essentials-tfactory marketing arrangements Is
standardized products. Caus, jars, and
other containers should be uniform In
pack, appearance, quality, and condition. Every container which is fully
up tothe standard represented by the
label or brand will then be an advertisement in Itself and often a guaranty
. to further purchases.
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for our failure to develop .which
there has been so much criticism

nnni

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant afe being
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lianas.

EL FUTURO LA INDUSTRIA
DEL TRIGO SERA SOMETIDA
A LA DIRECCION DEL
GOBIERNO.

Representative Kahn ranking
Republican member of the House
Affairs
Military
Committee,
World,
New
York
observes the
weU
deserved readministered a
proof to Representative Campbell Kansas Republican who had
charged in the House that there
was graft in the building of cantonments. "Does the gentleman
know of any graft?" he asked.
"It is his duty to' notify the

proper officials of the Government if he does."
The admonition was timely
and of general application.

Extolling the beauties of the
kind of taxation which in olden
times went by the name of Mor- rill McKinley Dingleyand Payne
Aldrich, Represantative Fordney
ranking Republican member oí
the House Committee on Ways

a

hlspano-aracrlcano-

SE

PIDE

organizaciones fraternales
en varios estados se ban juntado al
ejército de los que economizan trigo
firmando la promesa de
La Administración de Alimentos
mucho desea que las logias de Nuevo
Mexico se valgan de sus facilidades de
organización para asistir en la gran
compaña cuyo fin es siempre de enviar á Europa todo el trigo posible, y
á dichas organizaciones fraternales ae
les urge & que en todas sus reuniones
bagan algo en este sentido.
Muchas

COMAIS

CULTIVEIS Y
LEGUMBRES.

Cultive Vd. y coma la mayor cantidad posible de hortaliza durante este
verano; eso so le pide & Vd. e administrador de alimentos. El comer alimentos de hortaliza, frescos y sujeto
á una rápida pérdida, economiza los
alimentos conservados en cajas y demás alimentos de exportación para los
aliados y los soldados americanos. Se
pide el cultivo en cada casa de un
Jardín donde sea posible producir
Hiquiera tan poco como un puñado de
rabanillos. .A los mercaderes de
Packages containing dutiable gifts
víveres se les pide hagan todo su posient to members of tbe expeditionary;
ble para vender la mayor cantidad de forces temporarily serving In Eng
legumbres en estado fresco.
land will be dellvwd free of duty,
provided the contents contain born.;
fide gifts, the niantity Is not beyon
the personal requirements of the adCADA BUSHEL DE TRIGO
andúlwt the parcels are- addressee,,
EQUIVALE A UN SOLDADO
dressed for- delivery to th. C?glmetal
address ofi lib recipient.
Cada buBhel de trigo ahora
economizado en este pais equivale á la manutención de un
soldado en el frente de batalla
hasta la próxima cosecha. Dado
FOR SALE
que el soldado no puede, vivir
sin alimentos, cada bushel de
At a Bargain! Terms to
trigo es la actual representación
Suit Purchaser,
de una unidad combatiente. El
número de hombres que pode-mo- a
A Car Load of
enviar á la batalla depende
que
del número de hombres
podamos alimentar en el frente.

Finjei lail Statistics.
It has boon
by n scientist
hot In a lifetime of 70 yenra a mnn
;rovs nails villi h, If It "Aere possible
o preserve Mii-uncut,
rencli
he Icayth of 7 feet Í Inches.

Southwestern Hotel
ROY,

N. M.

Mrs. J.N. Renfro, Prop'r.
Refurnished
comfortable

thruout,
Rooms,

Large,
.

First Class Dining Room Service

-

Transcicnt Trade Solicited.
NOTICE
To Ladies and Gentlemen --

Should you ever write a dictioput in this: "Soldier-On- e
who always growls at trifles and
smiles at real difficulties and dan-

nary

Avery Tractor

In order to be sure of getting
CLEANING and PRESSING
done in first class manner the
gers"
same week bring in your work
'
not later than Tuesday.
The Libert Motor Tested
Roy Tailoring Co.
for Suit Orders.
Agency
"We were darting through spacs
at 130 miles an hour when we
drove through a fleecy cloud six
thousand feet above Dayton. I
didn't know it then but Howard
Rinehart the pilot, told me so
afterward. That clouQ was
B
JKT
.

P.&0.

symbol.

the day before
had
"authority"
an aeronautical
4f

A

If A

VIA

hAltovn flint

nn T.iKortv mnfrtf
has ever been in the air yet."
Then he told me fiow no good
aviation motor could be made by
machine processes.
The thunderous buzz of the
mighty motor that was now projecting us through the air at a
rate ac wnicn rew men naa ever
flown befor was the answer.
We were shooting through the
eloud of ignorance regarding the
Liberty motor. The reticence of
the Signal Corps, the vjcal abilities of the enemies of the motor
and the well known difficulties
tihat have been encountered in its
production have created a generally believed legend of the failure
of the Liberty motará
Seening
is believing. The
legend was being demolished at
..
' .
iKuer man Iiwo mués a minute,
The motor that waseveloping
1

1
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WANTED;Laborers"on Reser-- "
voir Construction at Miami, near
Springer, N. M, Steady" work,

"

I

and LIVERY

I

.

Cars Housed and Cared for
I

ai

m

At Reasonable Rates.

.

.
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(iNcoKPoi(Aii-D-

ROY,

)

i
i

?

NeW.Mex.

J, R. Trimmer. Engineer,
Developement Co.
Farmers
Care

gain enonph pence and 'tutee
I'laln Americans tmmtt liav' the tele- phono at their elhmr My fHHtmi.'ht or

ro out f business socially

a

ll

j

Plaits have
organization,

nmumaceii:
bii"Junior

of--

-

Pftur-Aiimit-

for-tr-

Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

-

o-

of-tlr-

-

motion-pictur-

e

houses prepare

W. A.

,

ruwNFus.tar.

CHRISTIAN s
R Ok Y,
2d Sunday of eacb
Service
mwsth at 11 a. a. 8,0(iPM.
4th Sunday c$ each nontb afc
13.00 a. m. anfi 8.00 p m.
Cmmunion sarvice at.theraornr'
.

sendee.
PLEAOINT MEW.

iasg

-

t help-

from bulletins-- supplied!
by the government.
In; enclu school- the- ehililriwt, submits
ting the best speeches are- to. dellvet
them Ini public.-- According r plane the
boy or- firl awnr-defirst prize
get a certificate from- the imite!
States governnifHih ns a- iunior Foinc-M- i
nut Mam
own- speeches

First Sunday each Month. at 3,
p.m.

,'

i

v

MILLS- -

3rd Sundax.at ll';00Da..m. PM.'

1

O. W.

Ebarn Pastor.'
.

LODGE DIRECTORY

El Dorado Hotel
Under new Management

I;.CvQ..ft.

Charles Chapcaan, Proprietor.

Vegas, N.M.
ESteamLasHeateo,
r Baths,

HOIÍESTEAD LOKGE 46
3pts at. its own Hall
Every Wednesday
Evening,
Vkiting- Baotfhen& aíway a I wel- -

ree.

Hot and Coldl Water ia Rooms
A quiet homelike Hotel

om Wock from the

Tourists and

Land-Seeke-

rs

Will find this the right place.

come,
J.

ffi..

N.

ClUSvA FIJARE,
Wildnan,. Sec'y.

Degree

iWi

HARMONY LODGE No. 2i
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Fricbtf
Eyeain each month
L(XO.'F. Hall
Mrs.Grace V. Ogden
Yisitinar

Filings,
Proofs and aii
land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats..
Prompt Attention '
Office at Solano, New Neiico.

GJ.

'

0. Rebfikah

Mm Líluan Griner,

JACK P. MILLS
'
U. S. Commissioner

N..

(!.

Secty..

Sisters weííome

J.

B. LUSK
Attorney at Lav

Prompt and Carelul Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to Eke

? SELLING

Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

OUT?

Then you will have a
PUBLIC SALE,

era

PHONE at Springer.

E

NEW MEXICO

ROY

ROY, N. M.

r--

-

.Pastor-

BAPTIST
Sunday in, .each mpntri.
Seriices 11, A. M., 7.3(X P. M...

Pour-Minut-

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines con-and intermediate points.
,,
Service- Exchange,
Efficient
city
yjy

ilTlnifri--

W.CHeato

i

e

Sien'" In every- Hclrool in- tile- country.
Aceonlins- to. ttrf division of' ITour
e
pun-Hcommittee-oMinute Men
bulletins especially
Informationprepared for whool clrildren- will be
sent during tin third Li'.rterty ltmiveatn--pK-fg- n
for dlsfributlon, !. siipentitendv
errts. to, all' schools in tile- United'
States. Addresses will1 be- prepared
from the irmterlnl1 In-- these- bulletin
speakers-InJust as reRntfir.-

Office and Exchange,

j

.

--

2nd aadi 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m arjl,7:30 p m

Rm.

Gilstrap Bro, Prop's

i,

.

at Roy Christian
Ham asd 7 :30 p m

3rd Sunday
Church

commercially.

Roy Telephone Go.

!

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
l3t Sunday at Newton School
11 a m an.i 7:30 p m.
.

TJiw-greii- f

I
i

.

-

J
I

f

"

Proprietor

Good wages.

I
ra

Repair Work "SSlÍSÍtT
C.B. STUBBLEFIELD&Co.

Y

Methodist Episcopal Church

.

Clavton New Mex.

!

'

MAPS.

Priest in charge,

,

--

Prompt Attention
C.N. ROARK

rVMIIIfA

in- this manner:. "Don't
let them fool you. I háve reason

counsel

Records,'

Office

'

Felix Vaciion,

eüib-onitel- y

Lost, Strayed or Stolen
BJack Filly two years old branded nD on left hip.
Fayette Livingston.
Notify
'
Solano N. M.

t a m rr wo í - i
J
S.
of
U.
Land
Abstracts

Ill

T.

JP

'Uin

Rev. Fr.

s

Depot, in the
Main Business District

Baum Bro's.

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

subtracting certain elements and' add-Inothers. Toil simply entniot be
SERVICES N SOLANO CIRCUIT
cowtoom or Errrnressively dignified in a world that knows file tele- 1st Sunday at). Mosquera
11 A. M.;
,v
phone.. TTiose Impressive Napoleon?
7.00 P. M,Bradley,,
who make It a rule not to speak-ove11 A.M.'..
Bradley. '
3d! Sutidti-y,the phone- nre following n saennlas are also the very toplofty
7 P.M.
Jlosqueri) .
an similar
princesses! of society--witnilufcthi Suitithys at Liberty, U A.M.;.
edict.
Suiaino,...3,T. M.1.
It hasiulso perceptibly- minced what
K L. MATTHliW, Paste,,-little was left oí snlituoV.
novelist or the greut composer, can afford a te!ephonelcs. Mit-ollat.nnd so

FARM MACHINERY

I

A

l

dos de Valencia y Sandoval.
Se llamó muy particularmente la
atención a los mejores métodos de
trilladura y á la introducción en
cuanto sea posible del trillo para reemplazar los animales .que, en ciertos
puntos, hasta hoy día, han hecho la
trilla de granos. Se debe eliminar la
causa de pérdida degrano en la operación de la trilladura y, de hoy en adelante, todo el grano tendrá que ser
Iimpiado y propiamente clasificado
según su cualidad. Esa inovación del
gobierno permitirá que el agricultor
cultive y venda mejor trigo, reciba por
él precios más regulares y también
que se venda laharina á precios establecidos y uniformes.. Entretanto,
la gran necesidad es cultivar y moler
lo más posible se pueda de buen trigo
para proveer á los soldados ameri- A LAS LOGIAS SE LES PtDe AYUcanos y sus aliados en Francia,
DEN EN ECONOMIZAR EL TRIGO.
.

a day were
handled by the Bell telephone system
In 191(1. That Is 100 cali a year for
every man, viomau and child In the
Tountry excepting those membew of
families who are too young to bo held-Ito receivers.
Like most habits, we take the telephone for
notes the New York
Tribune. Tot anybody beyond the ripe
n?e of thirty can remomber'very handily when there was no such thins save
ns a public' curiosity. If .voir wanted a
doctor you ran down the street to
fetch hlra; or If. you wanted n man for
to the day
liiricbeon yon dropped w
before. And, like nil the other Inventions which have speeded up our mean
of communication, the telephone has
done something more thiMnmrely. compress life tt has cha used the finality,

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
at the Catholic
4th Sundays
Eoy, N. M.
Church.

telephone-ca- ll

pn-nte-

"sln-trigo-

and Means says;
"Tariff is the easist tax in the
world for the people to pay because when they pay it they do
not "know it. There is where the
hiivp flip nrlvflntno-- Rpnnhliinn.q
,
o
ver you Democrats in imposing
faxes upon the people".
If Mr. Fordney can devise a
schema of taxation by which the
VopiV'oY the United States wil!
pay without knowing it the bil-- i
lions needed yearly for war purposes we think we can assure
him immortal lame.

ai.IIa J

Net poker nor the mdvte nor gooit
nature mor detachable rufT.-i-, but the
talephnne, should be ranked M ,tlii
chief of American habits. Just about

24-2- 9

e

This is another chapter of the
legend that has enshrouded the
Liberty motor. It is the most
powerful tiying mitor the world
has yet developed. It can climb
with unpercedented rapidity in
the rightf sort of plane and it can
over haul or run away from any
enemy. It gives" a two seater
plane every advantage over a
single seater except in the matter
of quick manoeuverability.
But greater than its merits as
a motor is the manner of its
production by machines.
It
thereby solves the problem of
supply. The time is comparatively
near at hand when the six factories that are now at work on it
will be able to turn it out at the
rate of 500 a day or 12,500 a
month.

Telephone Is a Day and Night R equis,
ite; Both a Commercial and. Social Convenience.

S0,01O,000

;

Meets at the Christian Church,..
Rov, N. M every Sunday eveo- ing at 7 o'clock,
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

CHIEF OF AMERICAN HABITS

El Presidente Wilbur de la Universidad Leliind Stanford, la Señorita Ida
M. Tarbell, y la Señorita Martha Van
Renaslaer, jefes de economía doméstica respectivamente del Comité de la
Mujer del Consejo Nacional de Defensa y de la Administración federal
de Alimentos en Washington estarán
unos de los conferenciantes al gran
en Algran Congreso de Madre-Hijde Junio,- - el cual
buquerque los
presenciarán unas 800 mujeres del estado. El Presidente Crile y el Director Cooley del Servido de. Extensión
y los profesores del Colegio do Estado, la Señora Walter Danburg del
Comité de la Mujer, la Señora V. E..
LIndsey, la Señora Ruth Miller, Jefe-deservicio de Economía Doméstica
do la Administración de Alimentos,
todos cooperarán con la administración de alimentos para hacer de la
semana de demonstración una semana
"ganadora de la guerra."
Se operarán á toda fuerza t'res cocinas de demonstración en la Armería,
y el Congreso será una escuela intensiva de cocin.1 de guerra. La administración de jumentos, el Colegio de
E.itado y el Comité de la Mujer presentes designarán cien partidos de
una madre y una hija cada uno; serán
representados todos los clubos de muchachos y muchachas y habrá también
muchos otros delegados. Los ferrocarriles en esta ocasión extenderán' boletos á precios reducidos.

I

Y. P. S. C. E.

Al Matters entrusted to us dispatched with Promptness Sod Acourcyj'
Your Business Respectfully Solicited

HABRA FAMOSOS EXPERTOS
ATENDIENDO AL CONGRESO
MADRE-HIJA- ,
EL 24 DE JUNIO

.M )

Your

MritA O. Defrees, President
Mi99 tiLLUN Griner, See'y.

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

De hoy en adelanto la Industria del
trigo en el estado de Nuevo Mexico
Sera bajo el dominio del gobierno; es
decir que para que lleve el entero precio fijado por el gobierno, el trigo tendrá que presentar las cualidades indicadas por el departamento do agricultura, y todos los compradores de trigo
tendrán que equiparse con aparatos do
análisis y de tamices del gobierno
para clasificar los diferentes grados
de grano. Se establecerán precios uniformes para cada clase de trigo y
también de harina.
Se decidió este asunto en una convención de molineros, productores de
trigo y comerciantes de trigo que se
celebró en respuesta a la convocación
do II. 12. Tutiiey, jefe de la división
de harina y molienda en general de la
administración de alimentos y á la
que asistieron unos cien hombres,
los cuales se encontraban una
premayoría de
sentando el mayor número los conda-

A.

10,

tí. IVEY Supt

F,

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

period of the war

'

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

Meets each Sunday at
at Christian Churcn.
presence is necessary.

Mora, New Mexico

This paper has enlisted

EN

"

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

m
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than the finest handmade motor
The world has now but four
machinists of
wonderful
the
occupations fighting making war
Italy have
and
England
France,
material raising food and trans- produce. And they said it
ever
.portation. Everything else has
The wiseacres
stopped. I am also surprired to ouldn'tbedone.
telling
the public that
have been
learn that of those engaged in
Liberty motor would
fighting but (perhaps) 5 per cent atter all the
notdevelope speed that it. is only
are actually employed at any one
a mediocre creation at best but
time. The other 95 per cent are
shooting through
building camps and roads, bring here we were
in a
faster
the
blue
ing up supplies waiting getting
ace
any
has
than
ever
German
ready for or resting from a bat-Hsped horizontally in a single
So ;n the advanced zone
seater and faster than any of the
there '
the Sunday quietness
Allied fighters have ever flown in
most of the days.
action. The enormous power of
the Liberty motor in proportion
to iU weight has given us a
that can outrun and outfight the very pursuit machines

Tom. J. Taylor,. Abstractor

C. U. Strong, County Treasurer,

and now the composite was climb with the government in the
ing the stairs of the skies faster cause of America for the

poutoffice in Roy, New Mexico.

imum

Church Directory

this speed was just plain Packard
production Liberty motor No 533
Three or four weeks ago it was a
pile of about 3,000 parts. These
part3 had been quickly put together at Detroit rushed to Day

The Spanish American

There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the (gountry, Thats r.

Col. F.O.WHITE

His address is MILLS N. M,
You
can have SALE BILLS
.
printed, and make ídates at the
SpanisH-America-

n

NewMexioo,

;''

.'

Office
...

Roy.

THt
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AFFINITY

'

Your country will ask vou to
Invest or Pledge YOUR LIMIT
In

War Savings Stamps
The sooner and stronger we
respond NOW the sooner we
'
HALT the HUN
j

Every purchase and Pledge
Will go on Record
Here is where"we
ALL MUST REGISTER
This space donated by

Roy Trading Co.
"The Store That Buys Your Produce"
TO-DA-

NOTICE

Ladies and Gentlemen,
If you want to be sure to
Bradley S. S. are preparing a have all wool in your suits
nice program for Childrens Day and correct fit without extra
and will join with Mosquero in cost I have been a Tailor
meeting conducted by for 37 years and know the
an y
trade so you can give your
Rev. Matthews.
orders with confidence to
all-da-

Bradley
and her
Nanalee
cousin, James Fowler motored
down from Denver where they
attended high school the past
winter W, R. Bradley and wife
and Tony Heimann and Miss
Thelma Hughbanks motored to
Denver to meet them. They are
loyal to the Mesa as their home
but enthusiastic for Denver for
School.

June

Mrs. Driskill is slowly recover-

ing from an attack of Rheumatism.
W. R. Bradley received a

letter
Jrorn his son stating that his furlough and been cancelled and he
will not be able to come home
for harvest but may not leave
for France for some time as he
has been retained to train
"Rookies" from the last draft at
the Training Camp.
.

TRADE-Hors-

Cattle Ford

es

of Mares Mules
Horses for Sale will take a
Ford Auto in trade. I also
some good milch cows for
Office.
Inquire at the
16 Head

and
gcod
have
sale.

Swigs h
At ft certain
tel. during one of his summer holiday
In Switzerland, according t William
V. I to we in Case nod Comment,, Joseph H. Chonte bad just finished that
distressing and cnstronomlenlly disappointing task, a tabic de hqte dinner on (he Swiss plan, when he was
heartily greeted by an English gentle-mn- n
who hnd net at the opposite end
of the table. The Englishman said:
"We have been observing you, as an
American, with much interest, and I
want tO' ask you a very impertinent
question. If I may. ' What are you by
occupation or profession?
Won't you
enough to tell me, because my
wife says you are a clergyman, my
daughter Insists you are an nctor, and
I say you are u lawyer. We can't nil
be right." "Tes, you enn.H Instantly
retorted Mr. Choate. "I am something
of nil three threeVn one. I preach n
good deal, act a little, and practice
more or less law which means that I
am an American lawyer. Tell your
wife and daughter you all guessed

Poet and Blacksmith.

SJ-S-

0

i

toe:

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
May 14 1918
Notice is hereby given that
Aotonio J Rodriguez of Wagon Monnd
N. M. who ou June 22 1914 made home

stead entry
24

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
June 13. 1918
Notice is hereby given that
Felipe Martinez
of Sabinoso, New
'14 &
Mexico who on
'15,
made II E No 017638 and ad'l 020437 for
NEi-SE- J
Seal, Twp.
and for
28: Lot
17N, Rng. 25E and Lot
4, See.6: Lots l&X & NEJ-NSec7
T()17 N. Rng 26E. NMPM.has filed no
tice of intention to make
three year proof
to establish claim to the land
above described, before
F. H. Foster, U S Commissioner at
Roy. New Mexico on Aug. 10, 1918
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose dd la Cruz, Martinez
Luis Martinez
Castmero Jaramillo- Roman M. Truji lo,
0
All of Sabinoso, New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
i
Register.
,-

J:

'

-

f

ANNOUNCEMENT

Wt have secured the txclusivt
agency for Amazon Superaros, Iht
tirt that has mot with unpreceden-lt- d
favor throughout Iht tntire
country!
II it tho tirt thai li doing
things". Outwearing all others,

and averaging Iht highest uninterrupted mileage of any tire en
iht market!
Amason't remarkable tread of
live, velvety, virile rubber runt
from four to five thousand miles
without shoving appreciable signs
of wear!
Amazon's reinforced carcass

W.

I3

Mlmtt

with

4-

thtrttultant

AnA

tututi Vt btoWOUtS
lube destruction.

Amazon's aristocratic

appearance- -a
a circling snow-whil-

k

body with

stripe, adds
elate and character la any car.
get
aeeualnled
and
Come in
with Amazon, the
Supertlre

w The Anderson Garage,

e

Koy, N. M.

for

021202

i;

i,

filed notice of intention to make Three
claim to the
land above described, before Stanley
A. Foutz, U. S. Commissioner pt Wag
on Mound, N. M., on the 6 th day of

July 16 1918
Claimant names as witnesses: f
Lauriano Bemal,
Pot f rio Duran,
J. P. Becere, Maximlano Graham,
all of Wagon Mound, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
0--

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office Clayton New Mexico.
June 12. 1918
Notice is hereby given that
Cerilia M. de Beltran, widow of Manuel
Beltren, deceased, of Roy, Néw Méx.,
who on July 8,1915 mads HE no. 020399
J
Sec. 19; Lot 1,
for Lot 4;
Section 30 Twp 19 N, It 25 E. NMPM.
filed notice of intention to make three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, bek.ro
W. H. Willcox,U.S Commissioner at
Roy New Mexico on Aueust 12 1918
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Ifidro Romern Juan Sandoval
Nicolas Sandoval
Sí ferino Garcia
All of Roy, New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE
Register
0

...

-

ven

Not

Fifty-Fift-

Humanity is unequally divided be
.ween those who can't stand prosperity
tnd those who can't get any to stanr.
-- Cinclunatl Times-Stu- r
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
May 24 1918
Notice is hereby given that
Mary Bailey of
Roy, Mora county, N. M., who on i 't

November

23 1914

Homesteae

made

Entry

No, 018894 for S Section iO
Township 21 N Range 27 E N. M. P.
Meridian has filled
notice of intention to make Final Three

Year, Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his office in Roy, N. M., on July 18 1918
Claimant names as witnesses: Hen-J F. Mitchell
B. Slusher
A. A. Hime
Robert Holmes

A.

All of Roy New Mexico

Register.

PAZ VALVERDE.

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
;
June 13, 1918
Notice is hereby given that
Jose Ines Perea. of Gallegos, N. Mex
who on Apr. 24th 1915, made H K no
Sec 2fi Township
019345 for SEi;SJ-N- 17 N Ranp 29 E
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of inten
tion to make three year proof, to es
tablish claim to the land above described before F H Foster, U. S.
-

THEfMlfiHTYi
k- - W7AV.
L
LnjI -nJwyNJ

ni

Section 29 Township 21 N. Range
E. N. Al'
F.
Meridian, has

year proof to establish

.

MILES

THERE IS NO BETTER DOOR THAN THE
WHITE-PINE- See us before Buying!

m

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Si-S-

NEi-NW-

;5ooo

That are worth the money

Phóné 19,
New Mex.
ROY,

Roy Trust& Savings Bank

NOTICE

V

NE

COMETO OUR BANK,

2',

tplrlt.

I

GONE--GO-

BUT REGRETS WONT HELP MATTERS,
THE REAL
THING TO DO IS TO BUCKLE DOWN NO- W- TODAY, AND
OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT WITH THE MONEY YOU HAVE
IN YOUR POCRET.
,
WE ADD 4 PERCENT INTEREST ANNUALLY.

9

Superstitions About Salt,
la a curious fact that, from the
earliest times, many superstitions have
clung about the use of salt. There li
much evidence In Holy Writ for ceremonial uses of It. The Mosaic law
commands that every oblation of meat
offered shall be seasoned with salt, a
command that Is. given, with variations, in various books of the Bible,
such as Leviticus 2:13 and Ezeklel
15:4. In the old days salt was put
Into a child's mouth In baptism, nnd
In some countries to this day the custom is followed of throwing a pinch of
It Into holy water to ward off the fvll

id

YESTERDAY

IT IT IS

FOREVER.

SEJ-SE-

k

Rqbertsl&Olver

YOU CANT TURN BACK THE UNIVERSE,
IF YOU SPENT ALL YOU MADE

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION '
Department of the Interior.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
V. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
Juno 12, 1918
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Notice is hereby given that
Olficc at Clayton, New Mexico,
May4 1918
Pacomio Velasquez of Albert New Mex
Bqi U8Ai3 Xqaaaq st aDpojij
vho.on Jan 22 1913 Au. 16,1U5 made
Otto Lohstroh of Roy, Mora Co, N.M
for
Homestead Entry No.017l80-020P8i
T 20 N. R 28E who. on November 28,1913 and Sept-- ,
Section 12,
ember 27, 1915 made Homestead
J
Sec.18;
Sec. 7.
7
Township Entrys No,016713 Addl No' 020934 forWl
Section
2910.
N. M. P. SWJ: Swi NEJ- - LoU 11, 12, SWJ-SRange
M., has filed notice of intention to Section 6 and NEJ- - NWi- - NWJ-NE- J
make three year proof, to establish Section 7 Township 20 N Range 2? E
claim to the land above described, be- E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
fore W.H.Willcox U.S. Commissioner o intention to make Final Three Yoar
Proof, to establish claim to the land
at Roy, New Mexico, on Aug
above described, before F. H. Foster,
Claimant names as witnesses:
U. S. Commissioner, at his office in
Thomas E Mitchell
Frank Oonzalei Roy, N. M., on the 18th day July 1918
Pepro Gonzales
Felix Sandoval
,
Claimant names as witnesses:.
All of Albert. New Mexico,
Cosme C Hernandez
Tho's McGrath
Mastas of Mills New, Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE, , Register. Joe
of Hoy - N. M.
John Mct'rjstel
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

It

White Pine Screen Doors
0

..KT:,- -,,.

IS GONE.

0

WJ-SE-

It is time to put up Screen Doors and

i

U U

of-iic- a

In St. Nicholas.

i

Art

UejlstL--i

iuU-niio-

The professor came to be a neigh
bor of th blacksmith In the yeni
ÍS"7. As he walked iilly past the
smithy and the simple comfortable
Some of' the blacksmith, he came tc
watch ond know the kindly man. It
was not long before they became good
friends. The blacksmith was proud
of his home, and doubtless told tho
professor how happy he was when, in
1825, he had mnde his first arrangements to buy It from a man named
Torrey Hancock. And perhaps sometimes they talked' about the wonderful
spring that was famous for Its clear
and sparkling wnters, for this was
right at band. Below tho spot where
the spring gushed forth, the women
of the town still did their washing.
The name of the street where lived
the blacksmith and the professor Is
the same today as In their time. If
you visit the great city of Cambridge,
you will easily find your way to Brattle street, and the homes of "The Village Blacksmith," by name Dexter
Pratt, and of the professor and poet,
Henry W. Longfellow. Vlyn Johnson,

m

VL

I

NEJ-NW-

right."

We have an Extra fine Line of

i

Department of the Interior U. S. Lanr"
Clayton, N. M., June 12, 1913,
Notice is hereby given tliat Jc:!r
Jose Belasquer. , of Albert, N. M
who, on Aur 1:5, 1915, made Homestea '
J
Sea. 2V
entry No. 020G83, for
Twp, 0N. R. t! E , N. M. P. M., h- -r
filed notice of
to maka fkai
three year proof to establish claim U
tho land
dts.ribtd, before W. H
Wüljoir, U.S. Commissioner, at his
in P.oy, N. II., on Aug SO, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Gonzales
Thomas E Mit:hull
Felix Sandoval
Pedro Gonzales
all of Albsrt N M
Register.
PAZ VALVERDE,

organized nervous system. When tho
genius becomes clinically Insane ho
ceases, perforce, to be a creative artAll the confusion about genius
ist.
nnd Insanity is unnecessary If tUe3c
simple facts be kept In mind.

S-- A

Keep Out the Deadly Fly

in Our Bank.

NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION

e

Ranch

It Vertatlfo.

mienyou tfet ihem
Uiid Keep ífíem safe

PAZ VALVERDE,
0

ban-ana-

American

mm

n,

--

Curtis Wast strayed in to yisit
his folks enroute to Oklahoma.

UUÍ JUHUlvj

18 , 11U8.

M., who, on Nov. 18, 1314, made Homestead entry No. 01S7C7 for NEJ, Sec 22,
and Nwi Sec. 23
Twp. 18 N., It. 27 E., N. M. P. Mcri-diahas filed notice of intention to
make final three year proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before Jack P. Mills, li. S, Commh-8one- r,
at his office Solano', N. M., on
on Aug. 10, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J W Bowman
J w Beckman
John Horton
A'GTrujillo
all of Solano N M

Banana a Bread Fruit.
The orange, apple and banana cannot be contpared for the reason that
they represent three extreme types.
ROY TAILORING CO.
The orange contains no starch and the
banana Is nearly all starch. The apple
o
stands midway l.etwpen the two. One
- To Sell or Trade- ;- Double
can make, a meal of ripe buriin;fs, bnt
plow. ripe oranges would, by themselves,
disc P&O. Automatic-tri- p
hardly suffice. The orange Is a reStanley,
L.
W.
Inquire of
freshing food, the bnnuna a nourishOn the Shannon Farm south of ing food. The orange and the ppple
Roy.
should be consumed with other food,
and wheras one might eat half a loaf
of bread and half a dozen apples, he
FORD Car for sale r will vould be very foolish to eat half a
trade for ca'tle. Note accepted if "oaf of bread and a half dozen
The banana is really a bread
desired Car is in good mechanical
fruit.

Frank Heimann and others condition.
gave an ice cream social SaturSee SethPaxton.atthe
day night. All had a joyous time.

onto

fl fl Hold

Not'ce is hereby given that Thorn is
Bowman, of Solano Mora County, N

There Is a slgnlficnnt phrase in one
of John Synge's books, liys the Medí-a- l
Times. Speaking of the spirituality and wlldness of the peasants of
the west of Ireland, he remarks
"There Is an affinity between the
moods of those people and the moods
of varying rapture end dismay that
ere frequent In artists and In 'certain
forms of alienation." These peasants,
descendants of an ancient bard thnt
were chased to the West, are said to
be born poets.. Syngo noted in them
the quick chongos from gloominess to
gayety, nnd snw the relation of those
changos and the Celtic dreaminess to
the genius that has shown Itself among
people..
these
'
Especially acute was his realization
thnf such traits bear some relation to
Insanity, though he
did not understand that the genius Is
not Insane but specially predisposed
to Insanity because of his delicately
mnnlac-depressiv-

Remember you are not Giving but INVESTING
with a good, Safe Return in the best Securities in
the world.
its a
Its a little thing to ask of you-b- ut
BIG THING for the Cause.
Let your heart respond to your Country's Call
here in Safe, Protected AMERICA.

Bradley News

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
MOODS Department of the Interior, U.S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

Author John Synge'a Declarations R
gardlng Temperament of Peasant
of the West of Ireland.

Are You Ready?
Friday, JUNE 28th 1918

BUY A WAR SAVING STAMP

BETWEEN

SPANISH-AMERICA-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Mav 24 1918
Notice is hereby given that
Charles Depew of Roy New Mexico
who on April first 1915 made HomeSec.
stead Entry No 919723 for
Section 12 Township
11 andSWi-NW- i
19 N Renge 26 K N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Si-N-

tomake three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster U S Commissioner
Commissioner at Roy New Mexico on
Roy N. M. on July 18 1918.
at
Aug. 12 1918
names as witnesses:
Claimant
Claimant names as witnesses:
Gi'unlg
Hugh Trout
C.
R.
Sandovavl
Higinio
Treoida Sanchez
Weialofetr
C. A Butler
. John
Zacarías Cordova Antonio Aragón
Roy New Mexico
All
of
All of Gallego, New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
7--

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
y
',
'

The Roy Drug: .Store

Puré Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicals and

Stationery

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M: D. Gibbs, Prop."

ROYr

N. Mex.

THE

Tor the lore of Mike!" Roaring Bill
said again. "What are you doing wandering around in the woods at night?
Good Lord I Tour teeth are chattering.
Sit down here and get warm. It is sort
of chilly."
v
Even In her fear, born of the night
the circumstances, and partly of the
man, Hazel noticed that his speech was
of a different order from that to which
she had beer "stoning the past ten
days. His
tlon was perfect
He dropped im word endings, nor
slurred bis syllables. And cast In so
odd a mold Is the mind of civilized
woman that the small matter of a little
refinement of speech put Hazel Weir
more at her ease than a volume of
explanation or protest on his part

rwiejija

h. oCTifiti-Thre- e
r

w

Befttat&'W Stnclmt

T

HAZEL,' LOST IN

W00DS.STUMBLES

ON CAMP OF "ROAR-

ING BILL" AFTER WANDERING FOR

HOURS IN THE DARK
ss
Hazel Weir Is employed as a stenographer In the
Harrington & Bush at Granville, Ontario. Sha Is engaged to
Jack Barrow, a young real estate agent. Mr. Bush, Hazel's employer,
suddenly notices her attractiveness and at once mukeg her his private
stenographer. After three months Eush proposes marriage. Hazel
refuses, and after a stormy scene, In which Bush warns her he will
make her sorry of her action, Hazel leaves the office, never to return.
Shortly after this Bush Is thrown from his horse and killed. Publication of his will discloses that he left Hazel $5,000 In "reparation for
any wrong I may have don her." Jack Barrow, in a Jealous rage,
demands an explanation, and Hazel, her pride hurt, refuses. Hazel's
engagement Is broken and, to escape from her surroundings, she secures a position as schoolteacher at Cariboo Meadows, In a wild part
of British Columbia. There, at a boarding house, she first sees "Roaring
character of that country.
Bill" Wagstaff, a
Synopsls-MI-

office of

well-know- n

CHAPTER

IV

Continued

"Roarin' Bill's gola' to get himself
killed one uh these days."
Hazel started, but It was only Jim
Briggs In the- doorway beside her.
"I guess you ain't much used to see-Ithat sort of exhibition where yon
come from, Miss Weir," Briggs' wife
put In over his shoulder. "My land.
It's dlsgustln men flghtln' in the
street where everybody can see 'cm.
Thank goodness. It don't happen very
often. 'Specially when Bill Wagstaft
ain't around. Ton ain't shocked, are
you. honey?"
"Why. I didn't have time to be
shocked," Hazel laughed.
"It was
done so quickly."
"If them fellers would leave BUI
alone,"
remarked,
Briggs
"there
wouldn't be no fight But he goes off
gun, and he'd scrap
like a
a dozen quick as one. I'm lookln' to
see his finish one uh these days."
"What a name I" Hazel observed,
caught by the appellation Briggs bad
first used. "Is that Roaring Bill over
hair-trigg-

there?"
"That's him Roarln Bill Wogstaff,"
Briggs answered. "If he takes a few
drinks, you'll find out tonight how he
got the name. Sings Just like a bull
moo.te hear hlra all over town. Probably whip two or three men before
mornln'."
His spouse calling him at that moment, Briggs detailed no more Information about Roaring Bill. And Hazel
sat looking across the way with considerable interest at the specimen of
a type which hitherto she had encountered In the pages of fiction a fighting man, what the West called a "bad
actor." She had, however, no wish
for. closer study of that particular
type. The men of her world had been
altogether different, and the few fron
tier specimens she had met at the
Briggs' dinner table had not Impressed her with anything except their
shyness and manifest awkwardness In
her presence.
The West Itself appealed to her, Its bigness, Its nearness
to the absolutely primeval, but not tbe
people she had so for met. And so
she looked at Roaring Bill Wagstaff,
over the way, with a quite Impersonal

Interest
He came into Briggs' place for supMrs. Briggs was her own waitress. Briggs himself sat beside Hazel.
She heard him grant, and saw o mild
look of surprise flit over his countenance when Roaring BUI walked in
nd coolly took a seat. But not until
Hazel glanced at the newcomer did she
recognize him as the man who had
fought in the street He was looking
straight at her when she did glance
up, and the mingled astonishment and
frank admiration In his clear gray
eyes made Hazel drop hers quickly to
her plate. Since Mr. Andrew Bush,
she was beginning to hate men who
looked at her that way. And she could
not help seeing that many did so look.
The next Saturday Hazel went for
a trn.flp in the afternoon. The few
walks she had taken had dulled 11
sense of uneasiness In venturing Into
the infolding forest. She felt that those
llindowy woods were less sinister thnn
innn. And since she had always kept
her sense of direction and come
straight to the Meadows whenever she
went abroad, she had no fear or
thought of losing her way.
To reach her objective point, she
crossed a long stretch of rolling land,
well timbered, dense in parts with
thickets of berry bushes. Midway in
this she came upon a little brook, purring a monotone as ft crawled over
pebbled reaches and bathed the tangled
roots of trees along Its brink. By this
he sat a while. Then she idled along,
coming after considerable difficulty to
abruptly rising ground. She could not
see the town, but she could mark the
low hills behind it At any rate, she
knew where It lay, and the way back.
So she thought But the short afternoon fled, and, warned by the low dip
of the sun, she left her nook on the
hillside to make her way borne.
Though It was near sundown, she felt
The long
bo particular concern.
northern twilight gave her ample time
to cover1 the distance.
But once down on the rolling land,
d
trees, she beamong the
fan to experience a difficulty that had
mat nlthertt troubled her. With the
per.

close-ranke-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

sun hanging low, she lost her absolute
certainty of east and west north and
south.
She blundered on, not admitting to
herself the possibility of being unable
to find Cariboo Meadows. As best she
could, and to the best of her belief,
she held In a straight line for the town.
But she walked far enough to have
overrun It, and was yet upon unfamll-la- r
ground.

The shadows deepened until she
tripped over roots and stones, end
snagged her hair and clothing on
branches she could not See In time to
fend off. As a last resort she turned
straight for the light patch still showing In the northwest hoping thus to
cross the wagon road that ran from
Soda Creek to the Meadows It lay
west, and she had gone northeast from
town. And as she hurried, a fear be
gan td tug at her that she had passed
the Meadows unknowingly.
Presently It was dark, and darkness
in the woods is the darkness of the
pit Itself. She found a fallen tree, and
climbed on It to rest and think. After
what seemed an age she fancied she
saw a gleam far distant In the timber,
She watched the spot fixedly, and
thought she saw the faint reflection of
a light That heartened her. She advanced toward It hoping that It might
be the gleam of a ranch window. Her
progress was slow. She blundered
over the litter of a forest floor, trip
ping over nnseen obstacles. But ten
minutes established beyond peradven
ture the fact that it was Indeed a light
She kept on. The wavering gleam
came from behind a thicket an open
fire she saw at length. Beyond the
fire she heard a horse sneeze. Within
a few yards of the thicket through
which wavered the yellow gleam she
halted, smitten with a sudden panic.
This endured but a few seconds. All
that she knew or had been told of
frontier men reassured her. She had
found them to a man courteous, awk
wardly considerate. And she could not
wander about all night
She moved cautiously, however, to
the edge of the thicket, to a point
where she could see the fire. A man
sat humped over the glowing embers,
whereon sizzled a piece of meat His
liead was bent forward, as If he were
listening. Suddenly he looked up, and
she gasped for the firelight showed
the features of Roaring Bill Wagstaff.
She was afraid of him. Why, she did
She
not know nor stop to reason.
turned to retreat. In the some Instant
Roaring Bill reached to his rifle and

would have done.
"I got lost," she explained, growing
suddenly calm. "I was out walking,
and lost my way."
"Easy thing to do when you don't
know timber," Bill remarked. "And In
consequence you haven't had any sup
per; you've been scared almost to
death nd probably all of Cariboo
Meadows Is out looking for you. Well,

you've had an adventure. That's worth
something.
Better eat a bite, and
youH feel better."
He turned over the piece of meat on
the coals while he spoke. Hazel saw
that It lay on two creen sticks, like a
steak on a gridiron. It was quite
simple, but she would never have
thought of that The meat exhaled
savory odors. Also, the warmth of the
fire seemed good. But
Td rather be borne," she confessed.
"Sure I I guess you would naturally, m aee that yon get there,
though It won't be easy. It's no snap
to travel these woods In the dark. Toa
couldn't have been so far from the
Meadows. How did It come yon didn't
yell once In a while?"
"I didn't think It was necessary,"
Hazel admitted, "until It began to get
dark. And then I didn't like to."
He dug some utensils out of hla pack
layout two plates, knife, fork and
spoons, and laid them by the fire. Opposite the meat a pot of water bubbled.
Roaring BUI produced a small tin
bucket black with the smoke of many
an open fire, and a package, and make
coffee. Then he spread a canvas sheet
and laid on that bread, butter, salt a
Jar of preserved fruit
"How far Is It to Cariboo Meadows?"
Hazel asked.
Bill looked lip from his supper preparations.
"You've got me," be returned carelessly. "Probably four or five miles.
I'm not positive ; Tve been running In
circles myself this afternoon."
"Good heavens I" Hazel exclaimed.
"But you know the way?"
"Like a book In the daytime," he
replied. "But night In the timber Is
another story, as you've Just been finding out for yourself."
"I thought men accustomed to the
wilderness could always find their way
about day or night" Hazel observed
tartly.
"They can in stories," Bill answered dryly.
She had to be satisfied with bis assurance that he would see her to Carl-bo- o
Meadows. And, accepting the situation with what philosophy she could
command, Hazel proceeded to fall to
and soon discovered herself relishing
the food more than any meal she bad
eaten for a long time. Hunger Is the
king of appetizers, and food cooked in
the open has a flavor of Its own which
no 'aproned chef can duplicate. Roaring Bill put half the piece of meat on
her plate, sliced bread for her, and set
the butter handy. Also, he poured her
a cup of coffee. He bad a small sack
of sugar, and his pack boxes yielded
condensed milk.

"What sort of meat is that?" Hazel
asked after a few minutes of silence.
and of a rich flaIt was
vor strange to her mouth. She liked
It, but it was neither beef, pork nor
mutton, nor any meat she knew.
"Venison. Didn't you ever eat any
before?" he smiled.
"Never tasted it," she answered.
"Isn't It nice? No, I've read of hunters
stood up.
"Hold 5n there I" he said coolly. cooking venison over an open fire, but
''You're had a look at me I want a this Is my first taste. Indeed, Tve
never seen a real camp fire before."
"Lord what a lot you've missed J"
Theré was real pity in his tone. "I
killed that deer today. Have some
d

more coffee."
He refilled her tin cup, and devoted
himself to his food. Before long they
had satisfied their hunger. Bill laid
a few dry sticks on the fire. The flames
laid hold of them and shot up In bright
wavering tongues. It seemed to Hazel
that she had stepped utterly out of her
world. Cariboo Meadows, the school-housand her classes seemed remote.
She found herself wishing she were a
man, so that she could fare Into the
wilds with horses and a gun in this
capable man fashion, where routine
went by the board and the unexpected
hovered always close at hand. She
looked up suddenly, to find him regarding her with a whimsical smile.
"In a few minutes," said he, 'Til
pack up and try to deliver you as per
contract. Meantime, I'm, going to
smoke."
He did not ask her permission, but
filled bis pipe and lighted it with a
"What Are You Doing Wandering coal. And for the succeeding fifteen
minutes Roaring Bill Wagstaff sat
Around the Woods at Night?"
staring into the dancing blaze. Hazel
look at you, 'old feller, whoever jou watched hlra uneasily after a time. He
are. Come On enow yourself."
seemed to have forgotten her. His
He stepped sldewise out of the light pipe died, and he sat holding it in his
as he spoke. Hazel started to ran. hand. She was uneasy, but not afraid.
The crack of a branch underfoot be- There was nothing about him or his
trayed her, and he closed In before she actions to make her fear. On the contook three steps. He caught her rude- trary, Roaring Bill at close quarters
ly by the arm and yanked her bodily Inspired confidence.
into the firelight
In the midst of her reflections he
, got up,
"Well for the love of Mike
Wagstaff drawled the exclamation
"Well, we'll make a move," he said,
ont In a rising crescendo of astonish- and disappeared abruptly into the
ment Then he laid his gun down darkness.
'
across a roll of bedding, and stood
She heard him moving around at
looking at her in speechless wonder.
some distance. Presently he ws back,
e,

r

leading three horses. One he saddled.
The other two be rigged with his pack
outfit, storing his varied belongings In
the two pair of kyaks, and loading
kyaks and bedding on the horses with
a deft speed that bespoke long practice. He was too busy to talk, and
Hazel sat beside the fire, watching in
silence. Vhen be bad tucked up the
last rope end, he turned to her.
"There," he said ; "we're ready to hit
the trail. Can you rider
answered du"I don't know,"-Haze- l
biously. "I have never ridden a horse."
"My, my I" he smiled. "Tour education has been sadly neglected and you
a schoolma'am, tool"
"My walking education hasn't been
neglected," Hazel retorted. "I don't
need to ride, thank you,"
"res', and stub your toe and fall
down every ten feet" Bill observed.
"No, Miss Weir, your first lesson In
horsemanship Is now due If you aren't
afraid of horses."
"I'm not afraid of horses at all,"
Hazel declared. "But I don't; think it's
a very good place to take riding lessons. I can Just as well walk, for I'm
not In the least afraid." And then she
added as an afterthought: "How do
you happen to know my name?"
"In the same way that you know
mine," BUI replied, "even If you haven't
mentioned It yet Lord bless you, do
,

dentally rested on her. "You're Ilk
ice. I didn't think about yon getting
cold riding. Get down and put on a
coat and I'll have a fire In a minute."
"I suppose if I must I must ; but 1
enn get off without any help, thank
you," Hazel answered ungraciously.
Roaring BUI made no reply, but
stood back, and when her feet touched
solid earth he threw over her shoulders
the coat be had worn himself. Then
he turned away, and Hazel saw him
stooping here and there, and beard
the crack of dry sticks broken over
his knee. In no time he was back to
the horses with an armful of dry stuff,
and had a small blaze , licking up
through dry grass and twigs. As It
grew he piled on larger sticks till the
bright flame waved two feet high,
lighting up the nearby woods and
shedding a bright glow on the three
horses standing patiently at hand. Ha
paid no attention to Hazel until she
came timidly up to the fire. Then ha
looked up at her with his whimsical
smile.

"

.

"That'a right," he said; "come on
and get warm. No use worrying or
getting cross. I suppose from your
civilized, conventional point of view
It's a terrible thing to be out in the
woods all night alone with a strange
man. But I'm not a bear I won't eat

55 POUNDS

GAINED

Dom'i Kidney Pills Effected Wonderful Recovery After Other
Nedicines Had Failed.
don't believe I would be alive to
give this testimony if it weren't for
Doan's Kidney Pills," says Mrs. Julia
Missouri Ave., East
A. Thomas, 1125-St. Louis, 111. "I was in a serious
condition with kidney
'TV trouble: my feet and
terribly
ankles were
;
iwollen and the kidney
secretions caused agony
v.n in passage. I had terii
rible rheumatic pains
and often got so dizzy I
dared not walk for fear
of falling. I felt as if I
go frantic.
would
I
Mrs. Thomas
Brew weak as a babv
and often had to grasp something to
keep from falling. My nerves were all
unstrung and the least noise startled
me. Nothing benefited me and I was
discouraged.
A neighbor happened to
recommend Doan'a Kidney Pills and I
began using them. The swellings and
paint were soon eased up and it wat
but a short time before my kidneya
were in good shape again. They have
never bothered me since nor have I
had any backache or other kidney trouble. I have gained 63 pounds since I
was cured and can do all my own work
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Without suffering."

"Sworn to lfore me."
FRANK W. CLOVER,
Notary Public.
Ct Doan's at Any Star, 60c a Bos

you." '
you suppose Cariboo Meadows could
"I'm sorry if I seemed rude," Hazel
Import a lady school teacher from the said penitently; "I can't help thinking
civilized East without everybody in of the disagreeable side of
People
CO, BUFFALO, N. Y.
City miles knowing who she was, and talk so. I suppose I'll be a nine days'
wonder In Cariboo Meadows."
Bill laughed softly.
MANY INDIAN PEACE EMBLEMS
"Let them take it out in wondering,"
be advised. "Cariboo Meadows is a Wisconsin graves Still Retain Numervery1 small and insignificant portion of
ous Medals Given to Them by
the world, anyway."
Various Governments.
He went to one of the packs, and
came back with a canvas cover, which
Wisconsin Indians still retain many
be spread on the ground.
peace
medals that were given to thein
"Sit on that" he said. "The earth'a
or their ancestors by various governalways damp In the woods."
of the medals date
Then he stripped the horses of their ments, and some
In 1720, accordlug to an article
back
burdens and tied them out of' sight
among the trees. That task finished, on Wisconsin Indian medals In The
he took an ax and rustled a pile of Wisconsin Archeologist
The earliest medals owned by Indian
wood, dragging dead poles up to the
fire and chopping them into short families today Include one of brass islengths. When finally he laid asjde sued at the time of George I, four of
his ax, he busied himself with gather- silver bearing the bust of George m,
ing grass and leaves and pine needles an old Spanish medal and four Ameriuntil he bad several armfuls collected can medals.
A Washington medal Is in the possesand spread In an even pile to serve as
a mattress. Upon this he laid his bed- sion of an aged Ottawa Indian on the
ding, two thick quilts, two or three Menomonie reservation near Shawano.
pairs of woolen blankets, a pillow, the Philip Nacootee, a Menomonie Indian
whole Inclosed with a long' canvas of the South Branch settlement, has a
"Will You Fall Off, or Will You Be sheet, the bed tarpaulin of the cattle Lincoln medal. A silver medal with
ranges.
the bust of President Tolk, dated 1845,
Lifted Off?" He Said Cheerfully.
"There," he said; "you can turn In was owned by the Menomonie chief,
where she came from, and what she whenever you feel like It"
Shunten.
looked like? I guess you don't realize
For himself he took the saddle blanArthur Gerth, Milwaukee collector,
what old granny gossips we wild West- kets and laid them close by the fire once owned a silver medal Issued by
erners are. Especially where girls are within reaching distance of the wood- President Jefferson. An Andrew Johnconcerned."
pile, taking for cover a pack canvas, son medal is in the collection of A. T.
Hazel stiffened a trifle. She did He stretched himself full length, filled Newman of Bloomer. Dr. Alphonse
not like the Idea of Cariboo Meadows his' pipe, lit It and fell to staring into Gerend Is the owner of a silver George
the fire while he smoked.
discussing her with such freedom.
III medul, formerly the property of the
Half an hour later he raised bis Wisconsin chief, Waumegesako.
"Well," said he, "we won't argue the
bead and looked across the fire at
point"
He disappeared Into the dark again. Hazel.
misled. Ask for Red Cross
Don't
"Why , don't you go to bed?" ha Bag Blue.be Makes beautiful
This time be came back with the
white clothes.
good
grocers. Adv.
crown of his bat full of water, which asked.
all
At
not
sleepy,"
Tm
she
declared, which
he sprinkled over the dwindling fire.
Knew the Answer.
As the red glow of the embers faded was a palpable falsehood, for her eye
"Say, pa I" "Yes, my son?"
in a sputter of Steam and ashes, Hazel lids were even then drooping.
"Maybe not but you need rest," BUI
"Are you too busy readin' to explain
realized more profoundly the blackness
said quietly. "Quit thinking things. somethln' to me?"
of a cloudy night in the woods.
"No, my son. Your father is never
"It's going to be nasty traveling, It'll be all the same a hundred years
Miss Weir," Roaring Bill spoke at her from now. . Go on to bed. Tou'll be too busy to give his children the benefit of his information."
elbow. "I'll walk and lead the packs. more comfortable."
Thus peremptorily commanded, Ha
"Well, In this story it says 'the ship
Tou ride Silk. He's gentle. All you
have to do is sit still, and he'll stay zel found herself granting Instant obe- weighed anchor.' Why does a ship have
right behind the packs. Til help yon dience. She got into the blankets Just to weigh its anchor before it starts
as she stood, even to her shoes, and out?"
mount"
"Ah, yes. To be sure. You've alIf Hazel had still been inclined to in- drew the canvas sheet up so that it
sist on walking, she had no chance to hid her face but did not prevent he ways noticed, that in your reading
haven't you? Yes. Well, this is the
debate the question. Bill took her by from seeing.
In spite of herself she slept fitfully. reason. You see, when a ship stays a
the arm and led her up beside the
horáe. It was a unique experience for Now and then she would wake with I long time In a harbor It accumulates
realization a lot of er binnacles. And these
her, this being compelled to do things. start to a
No man had ever Issued ultimatums to of her surroundings and plight and binnacles cling to the anchor in such
her. But here was Roaring Bill Wag- whenever she did wake and look pnst numbers that they increase its weight.
staff telling her how to put her foot in the fire It was to see Roaring Bill Wag- So they have to weight It. Do you see?"
the stirrup, putting her for the first staff stretched out in the red glow, his
Kamerads.
time in her life astride a horse, warn- brown head pillowed on one folded
ing her to duck low branches. In his arm.
"I always see that I don't get left in
Then all at once she wakened out of anything worth while," said the aggresmind there seemed to be no question
as to whether or not she would ride. sound slumber with a violent start sive egoist.
Roaring BUI was shaking the tarpau"Well," replied Farmer Corntossel,
He had settled that.
"you're not alone In that. A potato bug
Unused to mounting, she blundered lin over her and laughing.
"Arise, Miss Sleeping Beauty!" ho does the same thing."
at the first attempt, and flushed in the
dark at Bill's amused chuckle. The said boyishly. "Breakfast's ready."
He went back to the fire. Hazel sat
next instant he caught her under the
In working for your country you are
arms, and, with the leverage of her up, patting her tousled hair Into some merely serving yourself.
one foot in the stirrup, set her gently semblance of order. Off in the east
a reddish streak unread skvward into
In the seat of the saddle.
"You're such a little person," he omber gray. In the west black night
said, "these stirrups are a mile too gave ground slowly.
"Well, It's another day," she whislong. Put your feet In the leather
pered,
as she had whispered to herself
Now play follow your
above so.
once before. "I wonder if there will
leader. Give Silk his head."
He moved away. Obedient to Bill's ever be any more like it?"
Soap 25c Oiatawt25c.50c
command, she let the reins dangle, and
Silk followed close behind his mates.
"Roaring Bill" finally admits
DAISY FLY KILLER
Hazel lurched unsteadily at first but
Is taking Hazel to his cabin
he
mocaught
swinging
presently she
the
In the mountains. Hazel protests
arumenUl, onvenleafc
tion and could maintain her balance
cheap. Lull til hum.
indignantly, but Is helpless and
Had of metal, mb' t spill
without holding stiffly to the saddle
accompany
to
compelled
him.
or tip w will not toll
la
horn.
or Injur aarthlnf.
The next Installment has to do
ffaeÜTO,
Sold hf
The night seemed endless as the wildaaUrt, or I ml by u
development
startling
this
with
derness Itself. Unused to riding, she
press, prepaid, for 11.00.
HAROUI ftOMtftt, i 0 M KALI AVI MOOKLYM, N. V.
became sore, and then the sore muscles stiffened. The chill of the night
(TO BB CONTINUED.)
Watson ti.Coleman.Wuh-11- 1
PI
Inaton.D.O. Booka f re. Hlfh- I I IIIITC
I 3fc
air intensified. She grew cold, her
I W nl reference,. But mall.
fingers numb. She did not know Where
Climbers Imprisoned Atop Fuji.
she was going, and she was assailed
The wisdom of erecting huts on Fuji
with doubts of Roaring Bill's ability to for refuge In case of sudden storms
find Cariboo Meadows.
of snow and rain was proved recently
flan fast, rain proof Taffeta, A foot lone
"Mr. Wagstaff 1" she called.
donblvstltcued tewed st ripest free dewhen a violent fall of snow and hall
livery b parcel poit on receipt of fac"Tours truly," his voice hailed back, burst upon the crest of the sacred
tory price, fl.W. Including polo, ball
and galranlsed holder, II. W. bend for
away to one side. 'Til be there in a mountain. During two days more than
f rM eaulocua of flairs a.nd darurmtlfini.
Wo make more and better flags tban any. other
'.
sudminute."
10,000 climbed the mountain and
ooncero In the world. Prices aame as before too war.
In less tlae he appeared beside ber. den arrival of the storm caught sevAMERICAN FLAG MFG. CO., E ASTON, PA.
"Will you fall off, or be lifted off?" eral hundred of them upon the hilltop.
he said cheerfully.
They sought safety in the numerous
"Where are we?" she demanded.
refuges. When the storm burst the
"Ask me something easy," he re- police compelled all excursionists to
turned. 'Tve been going it blind for wait for better weather at Gptemba
an hour, trying to hit the Soda Creek and Tarobo. Relief parties were sent 16th & Liberty Sta, Stock Yarda Station
trail, or any old trail that would show out but were unable to get through the
KANSAS CITY, MO.
i
me where I am. If a no use. Too drifts. Anxiety .was felt for the food
dark."
Bupply, but the adventurers came
"What on earth am I going to dor" down safely. For two days the peo- 11
Knnntr tVyp tha.
Hazel cried desperately.
ple in the snow were lncommiinl-cad- fl Wilson Awer Break Trice saddlery co.
"Camp here till daylight" Roaring
owing to the destruction of the
Guaranteed
DENVER
Bill answered evenly. "The only thing telephone wires. These will be buried
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
to do. Good Lord!" Bla hand acci before next season.
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What Exporters Should Know.
factory had sent to Aleppo,
Turkey, needles that were tied up with
green twine. The Mohammedan merchant who had ordered them returned
tlie package, for the reason that the
use of the green, the color consecrated
to the prophet, for such a purpose was
a derision of religion.
Another consignment of the same factory to China
wrapped up In white paper was returned because the Chinese recipient would
not accept goods packed In "paper of
mourning." White is the mourning color of the Chinese.
A needle
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German tank put out of commission and captured by the allies during the Mame offensive. Z Putting
American wounded on board a hospital train In France. 8 American sailor proudly escorting German
prisoner along the deck of a destroyer.
1
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NEWS REVIEW OF
THE

PAST

WEEK

Germans Push South Between
Montdidier and Noyon But
Again Are Checked.
BLOODIEST

FIGHTS OF WAR

Americans Drive Huns Out of Belleau
Wood False Statements by Prussian Minister of War Gallant
Exploit of Italian Torpedo Boats.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
Aiming at Complegne and Estree St
Denis, with the evident Intention of
forcing the French out of the Noyon
salient, the armies of Crown Prince

-

Ruprecht of Bavaria, under the immediate command of General Ton Ilutler,
started a great drive southward be
tween Montdidier and Noyon on Sun
day. The result was the most desperate and bloodiest fighting of the entire
war, for the French resisted fiercely
and slaughtered the enemy In tremen
dous numbers.
By sheer weight the
Germans were able to push forward
down the valley of the Mats for several
miles, making their greatest advance
to the southwest, but by Tuesday they
were brought almost to a standstill.
Then General Foch struck back with
force and on the west side of the enemy salient drove the Huns to the east,
retaking Courcelles, Le Fretoy, Mery,
Belloy wood and other strong positions and reaching the edge of St.
"Mailr. The defense of Courcelles, Important because of Its commanding
heights, was especially heroic, the Germans trying by every means to gain
and bold the village, in vain.
On the east of the salient the Germans, by tremendous efforts, were
able to force their way past Rlbecourt,
and by Tuesday they had reached the
Olse at Machemont and Bethancourt,
the latter village being the scene of
especially sanguinary fighting.
This
so threatened the French troops In the
thin wedge extending toward Noyon
that in the night they were quietly
withdrawn without the knowledge of
the enemy, and the Une, thus shortened and straightened, thereafter was
held. In this move the Carlepont forest was abandoned and the new line
extended through Ballly, Tracy le Val
and Nanipcel.
With the west jaw of the pincers
thus pushed down the Matz, the Germans tried to shove the other jaw In
from the east, between Solssons and
the Marne, but there they apparently
for the
were almost unsuccessful,
French gave ground only slightly on
the plateau west of the villages of Cut-r- y
and Dommlers and repulsed attacks
against St. Pierre Algle and Ambleny.
At Haute Bray, north of Solssons, the
Huns met a smashing defeat.

Further to the south, in the region
of Chateau Thierry, the Americans
nd French continued their good work
W the previous week. Each day Pershing's men struck at the foe bard and
by the end of the week they had
advances,
the
scored considerable
most valuable gain being the taking
of Belleau wood, which had been full
of machine gun nests. In the Cllgnon
valley, Just north of this, the Germans
used up five divisions in futile assaults on the American positions. The
French' In this region occupied Mont-couand part of Busslares.
In the latter part of the week the Indomitable French struck heavy blows
at the Germans on the eastern wing
of the new front and drove them back
across the Matz with severe losses.
Between the Alsne and the
forest the enemy made some
progress, but southwest of Solssons his
' attack was broken.
rt

Vlllers-Cot-tere-

.Ha

The outstanding fact In last week's
fighting Is that the Germans suffered
enormous losses, In return for which
they gained ground that Is comparatively unimportant Certainly at the
beginning of the week there was a feeling of nervousness among the allies
the civilians, not the soldiers but this
quickly disappeared and was replaced
by the former confidence In the ability
of the allied armies to resist the ham

mer strokes of the Hun fighting ma
chine. The German authorities cannot
deny their severe losses In this often
slve, and, with General von Stein, Prus
sian minister of war, as their mouth'
piece, have striven to reassure the
people by a series of falsehoods con
cernlng the allies. First they Issued
the statement that the Americans In
the battles about Chateau Thierry and
In Belleau wood had been defeated and
practically wiped out, though at the
very time those same dashing marines
were driving the enemy further and
further to the west and north. Then
Von Stein, addressing the relchstag,
asserted that Foch's reserves no longer
exist, having been thrown Into the
fight, together with the available
Americans, In vain counter-attack- s
after the crown prince's advance had
come to a halt on the Marne. The en
tente, he added, Is beginning to admit
heavy defeat and Is comforting Its peo
ple with having the help of America
The German press adds thnt the sub
marine raid In American waters stopped the sending of our troops to

France.
The public moy rest assured

that

all
of these statements are absolute lies,
easily refuted did space permit. They
probably are necessary because of the
growing distress of the German people
over their losses and their distrust of

their leaders,

The allied aviators gained new
during the battle of last week, de
stroying several scores of German
planes, bombing their trenches and
munition stations and raking their
troops and transports with machine
gun fire from low altitudes. In this
the American aviators played an increasingly important part, as well as
doing fine work on their own especial
sector north of Toul.

--

-

Not yet ready to start their new
drive In Italy, the Anstrians continued
to concentrate great masses of troops
there.
The point of attack was not
revealed, but the Italians kept them
busy with big raids. On Monday the
Italian naval forces performed a notable exploit
Two torpedo boats raided an Austrian naval base near the
Dalmatian islands, making their way
among the enemy vessels and torpedoing one big battleship, which sank
with a loss of more than 80 Uves. Another battleship was damaged, and the

France.

A day

that more than

or so before be stated
700,000 bad disembark'

ed on French soil. An English corre
spondent at the front asserts that the
American army la prepared, If neces
sary, to make a greater sacrifice than
that Involved in tlie brigading of American troops with the British and
French. This cryptic statement may
mean that if the plans of the allies demand It the Yankee troops will be sent
to the fighting front almost Immediate
ly on arrival In France, without wait
Ing for the preliminary training they
have been receiving back of the lines,
So far only a few of the Americans
have been used In the real fighting, and
In operations relatively small.
As the
conflict has changed Its character, becoming more open, It may be the Americans are considered fit to take part
after their training in this country.
-t- aSeveral important probabilities con
cernlng the National army came to the
fore last week. Representative Kahn
said the war department Intends to ask
congress at the winter session to amend
the draft law to include all men between the ages of eighteen and forty- nine. Provost Marshal General Crow
der decided to recommend the exemp
tion of professional ball players until
the end of the season. Director Gea
eral McAdoo asked the exemption of
all railroad men, and the coal mine op
erators asked the same for miners.

Male

the lsnndrets happy that's Red

Crow flu Blue. Makei beautiful, clear
white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.

New Compact Fire Escape.
One of the boys nboard our navy's
fleet has Invented a fire escape whlclf
Is similar to the rope ladders used
aboard ships. Ills principal object was
to provide a collapsible fire escape
which could be compacted and conveniently arranged at the window of a
dwelling. It. consists of a container
hinged to the sill In such a manner
that by opening the window and folding the container on Its hinges the
metal ladder inny be unfolded and
dropped. When this operation Is gone
through, a means Is automoticnlly provided whereby the ladder Is held at a
distance from the walls of the building. The advantage of such precaution
Is obvious.
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We and Our Allies Are Depending Upon Your
Strength To Supply Our Armies With Food.
You men who work long hours In
the fields under a blazing sun you've
got to be big eaters, because your food
Is your strength, and now, more than
ever, your strength Is badly needed.
So guard your health. Be sure and
watch your stomach, for In the summer time nearly all illness can be
traced to stomach and bowel complaint You, yourself, know how liable a man Is to sunstroke If he goes
in the hot sun too soon after eating a
hearty mid-dameal, and also how
liable he Is to sudden attacks of stomach miseries. So cool off In the shade
before going back to work. Don't tike
'
chances.
your'
stomach, friend.
care
of
Take
You know you can't work well with
your stomach out of fix. "Safety first,"
must be your motto, so send to your
druggist and get a big box of EAT
ON IC, enough for yourself and family,
yes, and the hired folks, too. It's
the wonderful new compound for the
quick relief of stomach and bowel miseries. It was originated by H. L. Kramer, the man who made millions of
people happy with his first great remedy, Cascarets.
Now, all you need do Is to take a
tablet or two of EATONIC after your
meals. It's good Just like eating
candy. Enjoy the quick, sure relief
It brings how almost Instantly it relieves Indigestion, heartburn, food- y

FARMERS ARE WCRXIK3 HARDER
And using their feet more than ever before.
For til these workers the frequent use of
Allen's Foot-Ea- se,
the antlseptlo powder to
be shaken into the shoes and sprinkled in the
foot-batIncreases their efficiency and Insure needed physical comfort. It takes the
Friction from the Shoe, fretheni the feet,
and prevents tired, aching and blistered feet
Women ererjwhere are constant users of
Allen's Foot-Ea- se,
Don't get foot sore, get
Allen's Foot-Ea- se.
Bold by dealers everywhere, 25c'. Adv.
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coming to farmers from the rich wheat fields of
we stem lanaaa. Where you can dot rood I arm lana
at SIS to S30 ner acre and raise from 20 to 45 bnahrla
of S2 wheat to the acre it's easv to make monev. Canada

Grooving Machine Building Ships.
Revival of the wooden shipbuilding
Industry has brought Into the limelight
g
a number of
appliances,
among which Is a grooving and planing
machine, capable, it Is claimed, of doing ns much work as 15 or 20 men
equipped with manual tools. The device, which Is Illustrated in the Popular Mechanics Magazine, weighs about
56 pounds and may be driven either by
compressed air or electricity.

160 Acra Homesteads Free to Settlers
and other land at very low prices. Thousands of

farmers from the U. S. or their sons are yearly taking
advantage of this great opportunity. Wonderful yields
also of Oats, Barley and Flax. Mixed Farming is
fully as profitable an industry as grain raising. Good
schools; markets convenient; climate excellent.
Write for literature and particulars as to reduced
railway rates to Supt Immigration, Ottawa,
Canada, or to

Canadian Government Agent

Sapolio doing its work. Scouring
tor aunarme Lorps recruits.

Join Now!

Herald.
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They All Have,
"Has your daughter a definite ob
ject In view, now that she has finished
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What Is CASTORIA

'

Castorla is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops
and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It contains neither Opium,
Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its age is its guarantee.
For more than thirty years it has been in constant use for the
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind Colic and Diarrhoea;

allaying Feverishness arising therefrom, and by regulating the
Stomach and Bowels, aids the assimilation of Food; giving
healthy and natural Bleep. The Children's Panacea The
'
Mother's Friend.

CASTOR1A

ALWAY
GENUINE
y5 iBears the Signature of

In Use For Over 30 Years
The Kind You Have Always Bought
fHS OSNTU

1

w ra

Room 4, Bee Blda., Omaha. Neb.

Does Seem Appropriate.
Could the eternal verities have bet
ter illustration than Is furnished by
the fact that a German propagandist
turns out to be a butcher? New Xork

..
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Cutlcura Complexions.
Nothing better than Cutlcura Soap
dally and Ointment as needed to make
the complexion clear, scalp clean and
bands soft and white. For free samples address "Cutlcura, Dept. X, Boston." Sold by druggists and by mall
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and CO. Adv.

little vessels then returned to their
base In safety. It Is said the Italians
nations Is still tremendous and that her business education?"
have built a "sea tank," long and nar"Yep; matrimony."
row, which can cut its way through the they are still determined by every
steel netting with which the Austrian means to force their will upon the rest
ports are protected. Possibly this was of the world. The British and French
troops, battered and wearied, doubtused In the Dalmatian raid.
less can hold the lines until ' the autumn,
but they look to our millions to
Having, ts they believe, completely
achieve
the victory, and this they can
subdued Russia and most of Ukralnia,
Net Contents 15TluidI)raold
and having made a friend of Finland, do only If they are given every possible support by, those who stay at
the Germans are reported to be transporting rapidly to the west front all home. This will be given with a will
their troops except small detachments If only the people fully recognize the
seriousness of the situation and the
left to keep order. But all of the Rusdemands on them.
sians are not crushed, for now the cen- urgency of the
' I
'
t K
,
i
I
wing
tral committee of the constitutional
to the fact that the German
democrats, who were ousted by the
submarine raiders sank a number of
bolshevik!, have appealed to America
r t J
vessels laden with sugar from Cuba
and the entente powers to send an Int
CENt
LCOHOL-3PE- R
ternational army to Russia to combat and to the Interruption In the traffic
J AVcéefabterYeparationftfAJ
The committee urged with the Island caused by those operathe Germans.
that the aid be sent by way of Siberia tions, Food Administrator Hoover has
est I tinétheStomacns and Bowek
so that It might first
with asked that further restrictions be
General Semenoff, who Is still fighting placed on the sale and use of sugar
on the Manchurian border and then for a time. He also asks the people
with the Cossack chiefs. The matter to place themselves on a limited beef
I Thereby ItooüDiártttoJ
. k
allowance until September 1 next In
was seriously considered, but In WashCheerfulness ano KesuA-ington It was announced that Presi- order that the needs of the soldiers
J.V
fleltttfOplam.Mon''":
dent Wilson did not think the time and civilians In France, Great Britain
Iineral.NoTlíAHCOTK
and Italy may be supplied.
was ripe for such action. He probably
lire,
P
has definite plans In this regard, but
they have not been revealed to the
Two great conventions opened In the
JbcUkS
public. Japan Is preparing a declaraUnited States last week, and each did
tion defining her attitude toward Rus Its part In urging the carrying on of
sia.
If an. allied army is sent Into the war to victory. The first was that
Siberia, it probably will consist main
of the American Federation of Labor,
tí
ly of Japanese and Chinese troops.
to which President Wilson sent a mesa (.fnffl?Mnedy(uf
It Is said Japan would object to sage making It clear that the workers
fonstipaflonandDiarrtojei
the presence of contingents from the bad It In their power to bring victory
western nations as a reflection on her or defeat. President Gompers" address
and rcverisiinc"
receñir Sleep
honor.
wag a thundering defiance of the Huns,
Fighting their way westward through and during the wee there were devel
Russia and Siberia as did the little opments that showed the great major
band of Belgians who recently passed ity of the delegates would not coun
through the United States, some 15,000 tenance anything that sarored of dis
Czecho slovak troops are striving to loyalty or even of undue pacifism.
jntCnrrADnOown
reach the Pacific coast. The bolshevik
In Chicago hundreds of the most
authorities have ordered them disarm- eminent physicians and surgeons of
ed, and they are having almost con
the country, together with some fatinuous battles with the soviet forces. mous ones from abroad, assembled for
the meeting of the American Medical
Addresslng the graduating class of association.
The address, the discusthe United States Military academy, sions ánd toé work of these men were
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
Secretary of War Baker on Wednesday
almost wholly related to the war, and
said that more than a million American' ' tlie words of the leaders were hearten
men would soon be in service In ing In the extreme.

repeating, sour stomach, and that painbloated, lumpy feeling
ful, puffed-up- ,
after eating. EATONIC will help you
all to a pnln-frestomach a sweet
cool, comfortable stomach In fact,
those who take EATONIC say It makes
them forget they have stomachs. They
never dreamed that anything could
bring about such quick and wonderful results. Don't wait until the summer sickness of stomach and bowels
weakens you but start using EATONIC today I Just one or two after
meals; that's all.
Your health your folks' health Is
a matter of vital Importance, not only
to yourself, but also to the nation. And
you know one can't be too careful of
one's stomach and bowels during the
hot spells.
EATONIC only costs a cent or two
a day to use it a big box 60 cents-- no
more.
That Is the price, and remember, EATONIC Is absolutely guaranteed to do all we claim In fart,
more.
It's the best Stomach Remedy
you ever used.
You know your druggist: trust him
then to make our guarantee good; if
EATONIC fails In any way, take It
back ; he will refund your money. If
your druggist does not keep It, drop us
a postal and we will send it; you can
pay when you get It. Address H. L.
KRAMER, Pres. EATONIO REMEDY
CO., 1018 S. Wabash Ave. Chicago.
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labor-savin-

The comparative failure of the German drives so far, the splendid resistance made by the French and British
and the excellent showing made 'by
the Americans must not lead the
American people Into a dangerous com
placency and a feeling that "It Is all
over but the shouting."
Those who
know the truth realize that the war
Is far from ended may last four or
five years longer, Indeed and that
the future holds for us tremendous
sacrifices. We must put Into Its successful prosecution every ounce of
energy we possess, even as do our
fighting men on the other side of the
ocean. There Is no doubt that the war
will be won finally by the forces of
righteousness, but until it is won nothing else matters much but the winning
of it, for If It were not won, nothing
else would matter at all. The people
of Great Britain and of France realized this long ago, and the people of
America must realize it soon. It cannot be too strongly urged upon them
that the man power of the central

'

FornicrsI Uateli.

Mur-h-

Hindenburg's boast that he
would drive the English into the sea.
In the Peninsular war Soult made the
same remark about the British under
Wellington that Von Illndenburg has
now uttered about the British under
Halg. Wellington did retire perilously
near to the sea, just as Halg has. But
Soult looked at the position and changed his mind. Is Von Illndenburg, In
apparently still planning to give battle,
going to show less sense than his renowned French predecessor? Christian Science Monitor.
Von
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In Order to help Our Government in Winning the

bound for safety, nnd Slim stood over
a sobbing girl, looking at the blood
trickling from his wrist. Somehow
hla arm found its way nrpund her
SOMEBODY'S PAL
shoulder, while she told him of her
mistión to Three Arrows.
By 1SAEEL FROST. .
The Kid was Just her brother, nineteen yeurs old, and the baby of the
faro.y back East. They, had not
from him in months, nnd she
It was not that Three Arrows was hmdcome
out nlene to learn the reali'id
(aaturaUy suspicious, but nature hud
son.
placed It so exclusively, ell by Itself
"I'm sorry, Slim," sht said, "that 1
on the shoulders of Knska mountain,
you. I didn't menu to. I suppose
hurt
It regarded strangers In the light
to want him to get a??ciy
wtvng
It's
if Interlopers.
Therefore, It kept one
when lie broke the law."
Way
Evelyn
from
on
moment
the
fye
Sllra nulled peacefully; the head of
steppei from the river stcarabout.
"willingly against
the
thing that did not udd to Evelyn May leaned
shoulder.
Jiis
Itnmediute
popularity was her rctl
er
'I guess he'd better put up o plea
fence.
and coaic back home,"
cf
Rogers
up
long
sized her
at
SUa
lie said, "so as to be in time for the
'distance from his point of vantage on wedding."
poreh of Ilufferty's shack,
the lean-tCopyright, 1J17, by tho MrOIure Newspa- la Three Arrows he was accounted
not only, local sheriff, but ulso the WHY JENNIE HATES FLOWERS
ínál court of appeals on the standing
Slim had been rather
Of strangers.
They Mean to Her the Very Opposltt
Idle of lute. A pall of monotonous
of Green Fields, Pleasant Odors,
'morality had fallen over the lund ImBirds and Bees.
mediately under his lawful guardianship. There had been no killings since
"I hate flowers," said Jennie, a litChristmas, when Lone Duck, from tle Italian girl of 0, as she bent over
Nome, had Jubilantly picked off two
the pile of white daisy petals on the
harmless cnlraon trimmers from a kitchen table. She was busily picktribe down river.
ing up the "peps," first dipping each
!The Golden Eagle had been doing stem in paste smenred on a piece of
a languid business, supported only by board, slipping a petal up each Btem
Jocal patronage.
nnd Inserting It In one of the green
It was this observation which an- tubes on the wreath.
noyed Evelyn. She felt herself under
Flowers to her did not spell green
euspicion and did not hesitate to show fields, pleasant odors or something
Slim that she was aware of his ofliclnl soft and agreeable to feel and handle.
Bcrutlny. She had taken up quarters To this little girl living In the crowded
at the only chiding place for tran- Italian district on the lower west side
sients, Mrs. Rafferty's lodging house of New York city, flowers meant piles
nnd cafe. Mrs. Raffcrty had ruled of hideously colored petals of cambric,
public opinion In Three Arrows for stiff with starch nnd dye nnd smelling
many moons.
strongly of alcohol, glue nnd paste.
"It's a long way for a girl of your These she hnd to fetch from the fac-- .
bge to be traveling alone," she said tory every day after school. Before
one morning.
school the next morning the family
"I love to travel," said Evelyn, had to "manufacture" them Into
pleasantly. "Is It very far up Kas- - flowers.
Everyone worked, all except the
ka?" She looked from the window nt
the great peak tlrnt seemed to touch father, who declared that It was not
a man's work," and an older son, who
the morning clouds.
"There's nothing to see when you was driver on a wagon truck. Even
get up there," said Mrs. Rufferty. the baby, 18 months old, could help by
"You want to go up or down the river picking apart the petals. Maggie, 4
Jf you're looking for sights."
years old, was too young to go to
Evelyn retreated Into her shell nt school, but she could work the greater
once. From the corner of her eye shs part of the day. Nardo, aged 6, was
could see Slim's tall figure shadowing an expert hand, although his mother
complained that he wanted to play.
the dporway.
"Better put me up a lunch, Mollle," Besides Jennie there was little Angelie said to Mrs. Rafferty, trying to ig- lina, a hunchback of 11 years, who
nore the presence ut the table by the was really the forewoman of the
"We're going up Kaska group, seeing to It that each day's
window.
again today. Benson blew in lust quota was fulthfully done.
showed that six
The account-boolight, nnd they think they've struck
,
dozens of wreaths, with 39 flowers,'
new scent."
were finished every night. The butMrs. Rafferty bustled around, carving deep slices of boiled ham as she tercup wreaths brought 8 cents a
dozen and the daisies 10 cents. For
talked.
"Well, I hope to the lord, Slim Rog- this work the family received $2.83
ers, that you hover como within a or ?3.C0 a week, according to whether
mile of shooting at him. If ever a they worked on buttercups or daisies,
Louise C. Odencrnntz, in World Out
man deserved what he got. It wal
v
Did you hear what look.
Lone Duck.
the fight was about? I mean the ouo
;with tho kid."
Slim helped himself to a large cup
lof black coffee, knowing full well that

1

smites' tt $wS(f&
Jt ésultí tí
fyhlcí
t jpeate?
Jmt books
jMmlW

(ouponíj on salé Jij earV iver
town ang pity In the country, Blioiy the
malí towns and villages far ahead of;
íhe cities ln( overselling their propor,
tionate quotas of books.
rilot ltock, Ore.,, was the first town
In the country to send In a check. Laurens, Iowa, a town of 000 population,
took In $100 before the first smllenga
Titouka, Iowa,
book was received.
with 200 population, bought $63 worth
f books, the largest sale In proportion
oh.
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To every person who buys $5.
worth of Dry Goods Clothing,
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A memorandum

The necessity for t borough nnd continuous training of troops in gas defense Is shown by a statement proved
by captured German documents:
The Germans nt n certain position
on the western front knew the British'
were planning to deliver n gas at-- !
tack on a German division equipped'
with masks, hut poorly trained In their'
use. In spite of the fact that they,
bad several days to drill before condl-- j
tlons were suitable for the British at-- ,
tack, when It was finally made hunj
dreds of German casualties resulted.
Many kinds of gases are used In
modern warfare. Some merely nffectj
the eyes temporarily, and lire more;
Inconvenient than serious. Other gases
are terrible in their effect unless prop-- !
er protection is available. They are;
employed in clouds, or in shells,
(

Architecture.
other buildings aro
crocrete
other countries, but
national type of architecture as regards the design of
such structures. Among others Is the
Sultan Hassan mosque at Cairo, In
which
concrete enters
largely. Another very handsome truc-tur- e
of Oriental type wus recently
erected near th's city, the Grand I'r.l-ne- e
hotel of nellopolls. It Is a vast
building of four stories, and presents
a pler.slrg aspect owing to the a
celleut architectural design liuplrwi
by th nrevalllng styles.

...i

xyj'o

Roy, N.Mo

Oriental
Mosques and
now erected In
In Egypt and
adhering to the

j

as above described.
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Dlsapportít'nents.
Have you stayed nt home nil niter-neo- n,
some time, waiting for some ono
who hnd said : "I am coming over thin
afternoon." then she did not tome?
Has some one promised to do something for you, then didn't do it?
It ha3 happened to me more than
once or a dozen times, writes nelen R.
And every time It hapC. Temple.
pens, it makes me "mad!" Angry
sounds altogether too mild to express
my feelings. When you go to the window about iortyttmes to see If Vthey"
are coming, or when you have planned
to have a roast for supper find, you
havocked some one to get It for you,
and they did not, how do you feel?
Take a lesscu from your feelings
and when you raid you were going to
do something, do It. If you are not
positive that yíü can do something,
don't promise. One of the most disappointing things In life is when some
onii does not come, when he had said
ho would, or when some one promises
to So something and does not. This
life Is full enough of other sorrows
without doing something like that

i

,

This offer will help you as well as our Government.

had an audience.

prospecting around there for several
weeks, add I rather think the Duck
was afraid he had heard too much
from Neota. Anyway, he tried to silence him forever, and the kid got in
first shot. Law's law, Mollle, you
know."
No one .will .ever know Just what
took place In Evelyn's mind nt that
moment. She begged for the privilege
tot riding up with him and the rest oí
the posss. He told her she could ride
until he asked her to turn back, and
the agreed to obey orders.
Slim had only known her for four
weeks, but before they had reached
the timberline he had forgotten the
ital Inportance of catching the kid.
and wns absolutely at the mercy of
Evelyn May. lie told her what life
might be like If she remained in the
Yukon country as the sheriffs bride
"You'd make a wonderful pal for
poniebody, Mr. Rogers, but how about
being a husband? We're almost
strangers. You men of the North do
your wooing rapidly." '
"We have to," Said Slim, shortly,
"or they get away. It's a fearful climate up here. A woman's got to have
a doggone good reason or she'd never
stay In It at all."
He stopped short There came th
bound of rapid firing above them, then
the crashing, sliding grind of hoofs, bb
horse and rider dushed recklessly
down the mountain trail. Slim whipped his pistol out and aimed as tha
boy shot past them, but Evelyn'i
bands gripped his, and she burled her
teeth In the wrist that held the revolver. It was over In an Instant
already
The kd wns out

GROWER

One 25c
Thrift Stamp for every $5.

Purchase,

J

bombs, nnd hand grenades.
It Is the work of the field training
section of the. gas defense service to
bring home to the American soldier
the Importance of his gas mask, to
thoroughly drill him In its use and
to Inspire confidence in lis efficiency.

war department concerning the use of
armed guards nbout Industrial plants
contains the following:
"The soldier in training who has offered his life for the defense of country should not sacrifice his effective
ness by performing police duty In tha
protection of property back of Uie
lines. This Is the duty of the citizen

at

home.

"The thenter for pperc.Wons fot
armed soldiers is the battlefield of
Europe.

!,

FOR THE POULTRY

REMEMBER!-- -

k

"They fought over an Indian girl.
Lone Duck came Into camp drunk and
started to beat her up. Billie had been

eoupons.

Thrift Stamps

'

le

22.

y

Each civilian should nid his

country by acting as a guard for tho
detection nnd prevention of Intrigue,
deceit, and nil the familiar stealthy operations of the enemy, in our midst.
Each soldier unnecessarily detailed as
a gunrrVIn this country aids ami abets
the enemy In Europe.
"Often a guard may be needed for
the safety of a factory. When' it is,
it should be supplied by the owner of
the factory, by the municipality, or by
the state.
"These measures apply not only to
(
manufacturing plants, but are equally
applicable to shipyards, t grain elevators, and stores of supplies."

Heavy Feeding In Winter.
Many reasons have been given for
the scarcity of fresh eggs during the
late fall and winter months. The regular poultrymnn gets a goodly number
of eggs during all seasons of the year,
and the writer Is firm In the belief that
few eggs are produced on the farms cf
the country during the cold montlis

because thé hens are underfed, says a
contributor to a farm Journal. The
poultry raiser Is prone to forget that
bis hens require more feed and better
attention during the cold months than
they do during warm weather. Even
the hens that are penned the year
uround, require much more food in
winter, because a large part of the
food eaten must go to maintain bodily
heat.
For winter feeding, the only safe
rule to follow is to feed the hens ull
they will eat. Many skimp their hens
on feed during the cold months, believing that If they feed heavily, the
hens will become too fat to hyy A
hen gets too fat to lay not because
she is fed too much, but because she
Is fed too heavily on
foods. Like cattle and hogs, hens require a certain amount of bulky foods,
and unless these foods are fed, It will
not be possible to get many eggs during the cold months.
One-hathe food supplied the hens
should be ground, in the form of
a wet or dry mash. The mash
should be bulky that is, It should occupy a relatively large bulk In proportion to its food constituents. One-hal- f
the mash should be composed of bulky
foods, as bran and cut clover or cut alfalfa. The ,other half of the mash
Should be of such concentrated foods
as middlings, corn bread and beel
scraps. The bran and cut clover will
in bulk, be fully three times greater
than the other Ingredients in the mask
- The feeding of green food, or the
green food that fowls obtain on range,
will make the ration still more bulky
and hens can safely be fed all thej
will eat, when fed equal parts of e
bulky mash and grains.
In cold weather feeding, animal food
must be Included In the ration if s
good egg yield is expected. This maj
not be in the form of beef scrap oi
green cut bone. If a plentiful supplj
of skim or buttermilk is at hand, the
beef scrap or bone may be dispensed
with. The mash should be wet with
the milk. In addition to this, milk
should be placed in vessels, so the
hens can help themselves at will. One
need not fear that the hens will overeat of the milk. Milk will not take the
place of water, and where milk is kept
before the hens In vessels ull tho time,
water sh'ould also be supplied.
Winter time is lazy time In the poultry yard. The hen, whose living comes
too easily, will likely hump herself up
In the house and sleep the best part of
the day away. This tendency should
be combated. The hens should be
"made to exercise by feeding a large
part of their grain ration In deep litter. Exercise' and plenty of food are
the best tonics for winter egg produclf

tion.
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Colorado Máitland coal
to make
The kind that takes just a little
a very hot fire, burns up
clean and makes very
little soot.
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There Is no standard recipe fdT "victory bread," the only requirement be-lug that It must contain not more than1
80 per cent of wheat flor, the remain;
Ing 20 per cent being composed of corn ;
meal or corn flour, rice, potato flour, or
other cereals recommended by the;
food administration. "Victory" pies ;
nnd doughnuts, which contain not less ;
nonwheat flour, may be J
than
sold on wheatless days if the sanie
recipes are used throughout the week.

v .
to population yet returned.
The coupons In smlleage books are
The limit of time for filing income ;
exchanged by the soldiers for admis-loto 'entertainments In theaters tax returns has been extended to J.
April 1.
;
built In the camps by the commission
on training camp activities. Admis--;
In order to assure prompt and accu- - J
iion charges range from 10 cents to
5 cents, or from two to Uve smlleag! Tnte Identification, the war department

ONE WEEK ONLY,

e
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'
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Counting a Billion.
We are beginning to speak of a
billion of dollars as we used to speak
of a million, says the Ladles' Home
Journal. But do we really know
what a billion dollars means? As an
example, an expert counter of money
in the treasury department at Washington can count 4,000 sliver dollars in
an hour.
So working eight hours a
day., he counts 32,000 silver dollars in
a dny. At that rate it takes him more
Hum a month to count a million silver
dollars a little over 31 days, to be
exact.
Therefore, If he kept "this up
r ten years he would have counted
J jO million dollars.
Now, to get an
.'.lea of whnt a billion dollars means, In
silver, it would tab) 102 years cf
teady work, lght hours a day, to
tewit a billion dollars In silver, "

has adopted a system of numbering en-- !
listed men of the army. The system J
provides for one series of numbers, !
without alphabetical prefix, for all en-- !
Usted men. The number assigned to I
soldier will become a part of his offl-- !
clal designation, and will never be!
changed nor assigned to another man. !.
!
It will be entered on Identification tags.
,

The annual expenditure of the Unit-'ed States for candy Is approximately

!
'
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$400.0PAOOO.

SUGAR SUPPLY IS
Ü
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FOOD PRODIJCTS MANUFACTUR
ERS ADVISE? THEY WILL BE
ABLE TO CdTAIN NECES- SARY REQUIREMENTS.

EQUIPMENT

OF

WAR

PLANES i

Each Aircraft Needs Extra Materlafl
and Staff of Skilled Men Removal
of Officers From Medical Reserve
Corps.
Washington.
Manufacturers of esi
sential food products have been adi
vised by the food administration thatj
they will be able to obtain their ful
requirements of sugar for manufacturé
lng purposes during the coming year
This applies particularly to packer
of fruit, condensed milk, such vegei
tables ior the preservation of which
sugar may be necessary, as well as to
the housewives, for usage in preservi
lng purposes.
As soon as the carj
shortage Is relieved, according to th
food administration statement, supi
plies of sugar will be available for;
these purposes. Shipments from Cubaj
are steadily Increasing.
All canners have been advised to
hold for war purposes such quantities
of canned corn, peas, tomatoes, string
beans, and salmon as they may have',
on hand. Such quantities as are not
wanted will be released within a few'
days after receipt of reports showing
stocks on hand, which must be sub-- i
mitted to the food administration be-''

fore March 15,

After three years of warfare the to-- i
tal number of airplanes able to t:ikc
the air at any one time on either si.d
of the western frunt has not beenj
over 2,500.
Each plane In the aif"
requires a force of 40 men, two
planes on the ground, rnd
one training plane for every pilot
wlio eventually reaches the front,
With an extra engine for each plan
y The life of a, plane la not more

tliav-tw-

months, and the engine must 'no
overhauled after each 75 hours. Now
that American battle planes ire going
overseas, the great problem Is to secure the thousands of skilled mechanics, englnemen, motor repair 'men,
'ifooá and metal workers needed to
leep the planes in perfect conditio;).
This engineering and mecha nical force
at the airdromes, the flying fields, and
.repair depots, both here and behind
the lineA'in France, is a vital industrial
link in the chain to air supremacy.
From the declaration of War to
February 23, the surgeon general of!
the army has removed 1,050 officers oi
the Medical Reserve corps. In th
following table the reason assigned for'
discharge does not isolate under "In
aptitude for the service" all those J
whose dismissal was In considerable J
degree due to Inefficiency or Incompe- - J
tency, since these reasons had welghl i
in many cases otherwise classified.
Discharged for physical disability. J
411 ; Inaptitude for the service, 154 : J
to Join other branches, 306 ; domestic
difficulties, 59; resignation, 88; need!
ed by communities, hospitals, schools, !
82.

'

.

During the same perl.'l there have
en 2,265 promotions, Including somt
ers promoted more than once,

